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>>Educate, legislate, enforce << 

So, what’s new?  

Don’t ever ask: WHY? 

Think on these things 

Bearing in mind that years’ nine and ten school 

students in New South Wales are now forced to 

study ‘Holocaust’ and that they are not permitted 

to doubt any of the rubbish fed to them, it is 

Adelaide Institute’s duty critically to inform them of 

the exaggerations, distortions and outright vicious 

and defamatory lies to which they will be exposed. 

The following article is a prime example.  

A warning to students – if you ask a question and 

your teacher replies: ‘Your question borders on the 

offensive’, then do not remain silent but reply thus: 

‘A question can never be offensive but a truthful 

answer may offend those who have been telling lies 

for a long time, and been getting away with telling 

lies. Telling lies ultimately erodes trust and 

relationships break down because love dies with it’.  

If you can get this far with your teacher, then 

depending on whether your response is accepted as 

legitimate, your teacher is a moral person and is 

just going along with the directive from the 

Education Department to teach Holocaust Studies. 

Have compassion for your teacher because most 

teachers are enslaved to the hire-purchase trap 

that exists in our “free and democratic western 

society” wherein dissenting voices are quickly 

silenced through an application of economic 

sanctions – this being the weapon of choice to 

enforce conformity of thought in all so-called 

democracies. 
- From: March 2013 No 679 - seven years ago! 

*https://www.adelaideinstitute.org%2Fnewsletters%2F

Newsletter%2520679.pdf 

… and now an earlier comment of January 2004 in 

Newsletter No 208 … 

Welcome to Adelaide Institute’s 11th Year of Operations - 

It is self-evident that supporters of Adelaide 

Institute can look back on the past decade with 

some satisfaction in having survived a decisive 

Jewish onslaught and defended their world view 

against the likes of Jeremy Jones, Stephen 

Rothman, Colin Rubenstein, and their numerous 

non-Jewish helpers, such as our local Adelaide 

Advertiser  columnist Rex Jory, ABC Radio 

National’s broadcaster Phillip Adams,  academics 

such as Professors Colin Tatz and Konrad Kwiet,   

and half a dozen judges at the Federal Court of 

Australia who are now aware of the fact that 

amongst their midst there is Justice Alan Goldberg, 

a former B’nai B’rith activist,  et al.  

Yes, these individuals may have won the battle in 

the Federal Court of Australia, in academia and in 

the mass media but their victory was gained 

through a process wherein truth is not a defence. 

Imagine, the fundamental concept upon which our 

civilisation rests – TRUTH – has become irrelevant 

when deciding on whether we are to be found 

guilty or not guilty of an infringement.  

In my case I could not find legal representation and 

so had a ‘summary judgment’ made by a single 

judge who had advised me to read up legal texts, 

then mount my own defence. How can I defend 

myself against the allegation that I have hurt 

someone’s feelings!  Years ago Professor Arthur 

Butz pointed out that against such an allegation all 

Revisionists are guilty. Revisionist work certainly 

‘offends’ those who let themselves be offended  

Our written material on Adelaide Institute’s website 

is offensive, for example, to Jeremy Jones, who 

upon ‘stumbling upon it’, then reading it, feels 

quite devastated to learn that in our world view the 

derived ‘Holocaust’ story is a lie. He falls apart and 

needs to call upon the law to protect his world view 

that clashes with ours.  

Once it was a mystery to me why he simply does 

not switch off the computer, or extract himself from 

our website, as would any morally and intellectually 

discriminating mature individual. Now I know that 

he cannot simply extricate himself from our website 

because he needs to present himself as a perpetual 

victim of oppression. After all, as a good Jew who 

has perfected the victim mentality that does not 
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require him to accept responsibility for his actions, 

he forever plays this victim role to perfection: he is 

either in a ‘Holocaust’, just getting out of a 

‘Holocaust’, or expecting a ‘Holocaust’.   

This state of mind is usually referred to as having a 

persecution complex, of being neurotic, which 

sometimes can lead to outright madness where 

physical objective reality ceases to exist and where 

subjective mental egocentric reality determines a 

person’s world view. The them-us/friend-foe divide 

is writ large: God and the Devil vie for our favours, 

but as we always do God’s bidding, and anyone 

who opposes our will is by definition in league with 

the Devil. This witch-hunt-trial mentality suffers no 

contradictions and is bereft of understanding, 

compassion and mercy, relying upon the timeless 

refrain to intimidate and beat into submission: 

“…for fear of the Jews”. US president George W 

Bush is the current world political representation of 

this mind-set.  

That this fear of the Jews is a physical fact, and has 

nothing to do with ‘antisemitism’, was brought 

home during the November 2003 Sydney Peace 

Prize conferral upon Palestinian Dr Hanan Ashrawi. 

The articles below by Phillip Adams and Alan 

Ramsay set the scene when Australia’s organized 

Jews hit out at anyone who supported Dr Ashrawi 

receiving the Sydney Peace Prize. With some 

satisfaction I recall advising Phillip Adams that “if I 

get done in, then you will be next”, and so it has 

come to pass, though he will not be vilified in the 

mainstream media as I have been. Adams still 

insists on hiding behind the catch-all word 

‘antisemite’, to give himself more ‘legitimacy’, 

something that’s so reminiscent of Professor 

Deborah Lipstadt who pulls out this card when her 

mind has run out of a rational argument and she 

exclaims, “there is no debate about the Holocaust!”  

Fortunately there are individuals who stand firm 

against oppression, and do more than just feel 

sorry for themselves and re-act as a form of self-

defence against oppressors. Yet it can be a double-

edged sword, as David Irving found out in 2000 

when he took his grievance into court. Now in 

Germany there is lawyer Horst Mahler who has 

formed an association for those persecuted for 

‘Holocaust’ denial. He is now preparing a case that 

will attempt to gain compensation for those who 

have been subjected to legal oppression because 

they refuse to believe in the ‘Holocaust’ lie. We are 

watching this pro-active stance because it is a 

ground-breaking initiative, and how it will develop 

is difficult to predict. Suffice it to say that Mahler’s 

dialectic approach appears to be a winning formula 

because if he loses, then the authorities also lose, 

and if he wins, they also lose. He has used the 

formula that we sometimes use when we say: 

“Either a person is ignorant of the ‘Holocaust’ facts, 

or he is a liar.” The problem now is to get it into 

court, and I can see that the authorities will do 

everything to block Mahler appearing in court. His 

life is obviously in danger. Finally Kerry Bolton 

concisely sums up the relevance of our continuing 

focus on World War Two history and how it reflects 

upon today’s troubled times. 

*http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n208.ht
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“White Supremacy” 

The “Devil Term” Invented To Dispossess Americans 

F. Roger Devlin, 08/16/2019 

Founding stock Americans are now perilously close to 
becoming a powerless minority ruled over by aliens who 
cherish a carefully cultivated resentment—not to say 

hatred—toward us. If nothing is done to change the 

trajectory in which our society is moving, it is hard to see 
how our children can avoid outright physical persecution. 

The hostile elites who rule over us, of course, paint a 
different picture. Even as they triumphantly celebrate 
America’s growing racial diversity, they are incredulous 
any whites could imagine their group is being replaced: 

That is a “conspiracy theory,” perhaps a symptom of 
mental illness. Nonwhites are, indeed, growing in 
numbers and power, but somehow, simultaneously, 
whites are not losing out in any way. Indeed, we enjoy 
enormous unearned privilege. The real danger to 
America is white supremacy, a “sinister ideology” 
(Donald Trump), a “depraved evil” (Ted Cruz) now said 

to be on the rise. 

The two sides in America’s looming struggle now live in 
such different mental universes that communication 

between them has become almost 
impossible. One reason for this 

mutual incomprehension is 
language. Popular political discourse 
is filled with expressions meant not 
to communicate, but to manipulate. 

Much of this involves what the great 

rhetorical scholar Richard Weaver 
called “god terms” and “devil 
terms.” God terms include freedom, 
justice, and—in our own age—
democracy and equality. 

The special character of god terms is to combine highly 
positive connotations with an absence of clear 

denotation. Thus, people of directly opposed principles 
can both appeal to “freedom” or “justice.” They use the 
same words, but do not refer to the same things. 

http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n208.htm
http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n208.htm
https://vdare.com/writers/f-roger-devlin
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https://vdare.com/posts/suketu-mehta-in-the-washington-post-i-am-an-uppity-immigrant-don-t-expect-me-to-be-grateful
https://vdare.com/articles/poll-exposes-elite-public-clash-on-immigration
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https://vdare.com/articles/it-will-come-to-blood-reflections-on-the-left-s-anti-trump-inauguration-tantrum
https://www.persuasivelitigator.com/2011/03/god-terms-and-your-devil-terms.html
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Democracy, e.g., can refer to Periclean Athens, 
Jacksonian America, or even the communist “people’s 

democracies” set up by Stalin after World War II. 
Freedom can mean sovereignty and independence, the 
right to participate in politics, or the absence of state 

intervention in the market. For Julius Malema’s Economic 
Freedom Fighters in South Africa, it means the freedom 
to seize other people’s property. 

Devil terms can be even more manipulative and 

dishonest than god terms.  Obvious contemporary 
examples include “racist,” “white supremacist,” “fascist,” 
and “neo-Nazi.” Past ages had different devil terms—
"heretic,” “atheist,” “communist,” etc. The specific words 
change, but they always combine intensely negative 
connotations with extreme vagueness of denotation, i.e., 
they denounce a presumed referent without serving to 

make clear exactly who it is. 

Devil terms are an aspect of demonology, an aspect of 
any religion or ideology. It provides a way of accounting 
for the failure of an ideal to be realized. In the Christian 

Middle Ages, the City of God could never be built on 
earth because there were literal demons roaming about, 

forever tempting men into sin. But, while scapegoating 
by means of devil terms has deep roots in religious 
demonology, its more immediate predecessor was a 
utopian political ideology of the last century: 
communism. 

The fantasy of the 
Worker’s Paradise quickly 

gave way to a hellish 
tyranny accompanied by 
widespread famine. Since 
Marxism had to be true 
and Lenin and Stalin were 
leaders of genius, 
someone had to be 

responsible for this 
failure. Very soon it was 
discovered that kulaks, 
wreckers, and enemies of 
the people were 
preventing the success of 

communism. Thousands 
of real persons were 
quickly discovered to 
be—or rather designated 
as—kulaks, wreckers, and 
enemies of the people. 

Those so designated were either shipped off to Siberia or 

shot; they were helpless to defend themselves, because 
they were not being accused of any specific act. Devil 

terms allow the powerful to victimize the innocent 
precisely through their failure to denote any specific, 
objectively definable class of people. 

Racists and white supremacists populate the demonology 
of contemporary multiculturalism.  

They are the heirs of last century’s kulaks just as 

Cultural Marxism is the heir of Marxism-Leninism. In the 
eyes of today’s true believers, only white supremacists 
prevent the emergence of a happy society in which 
various ethnic identity groups live side by side in mutual 
esteem, free of conflict. 

Of course, nobody goes around with “white supremacist” 
tattooed to his forehead, but such a class of persons 

must exist since racial inequality and conflict remain 
despite decades of cultural Marxist policymaking—and it 

is simply unthinkable anything might be wrong with that! 
So the demons must be hunted down and eradicated. 

Now, in calling “white supremacist” a devil term, I am 
not denying that one can find objective definitions of it in 
dictionaries: typically, “one who believes the white race 

superior to all others and should rule over them,” or 
words to similar effect. 

But this is not how the word is actually used. When 
Patrick Crusius killed twenty-two people at a Walmart in 

El Paso, Texas, he was denounced not just by the Left 
but also by the Establishment Right as a “white 
supremacist.” Yet his manifesto—suppressed by most 
news outlets—contained no claims about white racial 
superiority; it did not say whites should rule over other 
races. The shooter was angry about the Hispanic invasion 
of the United States. 

So the definition-in-use of white supremacist as 
evidenced by the ritual denunciations of Crusius 
amounted to “immigration patriot”—not to what is found 
in dictionaries. By this definition, a majority of law-

abiding Americans are white supremacists, and therefore 
candidates for eradication. 

No wonder so many Americans do not want to give up 
their guns. 

It is not easy to formulate an argument that whites, 
uniquely among the world’s peoples, lack any moral right 
to organize in defense of their interests or to maintain 
homelands of their own. So our enemies do not, in fact, 
attempt to formulate such arguments; they simply lie. 
The lying takes the form of name-calling, and consists in 
the discrepancy between the dictionary definition and the 
definition-in-use of devil terms. 

Any statement containing terms such as racist or white 
supremacist is necessarily a lie, the semantic equivalent 
of a shell game. A wide variety of definitions-in-use can 

be surreptitiously substituted for the “official” definition. 

One should immediately distrust any writer who depends 
on devil terms: He wants to manipulate his readers, not 

inform or reason with them. This includes most of our 
opponents most of the time. Were they deprived of the 
devil term shell-game, they would have little to say at 
all. 

It would not be easy to defend the dictionary definition of 
white supremacism either, because it contradicts the 
principle of reciprocity that is an essential component of 

justice. If such “white supremacists” actually existed, 
they would be advocating the selfish exploitation of 
others, which they could neither defend nor agree to if 
imposed on themselves. It was in this sense that Tucker 
Carlson quite accurately described white supremacy as a 

hoax. 

In reality, recent white advocates have been emphatic 
about their willingness to let others organize in their 
interests and maintain exclusive homelands. Indeed, one 
name that has been suggested for the white racial 
movement is Euro-Zionism. I have never used this term 
myself, but one must admit it effectively highlights the 
double standard maintained by our hostile elites. 

I am unaware of any white advocate who has called for 
the advocacy organizations of others (the NAACP, 
American Jewish Congress, and the organization formerly 
known as the National Council of La Raza, etc.) to be 
shut down. But our opponents do want to forcibly 
prevent, for example, VDARE.com from holding a 
conference calling for immigration restrictions similar to 
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https://vdare.com/posts/shall-we-be-zeks
https://vdare.com/articles/yes-virginia-dare-there-is-a-cultural-marxism
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https://vdare.com/articles/ann-coulter-it-s-an-invasion-of-moronic-arguments
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those favored by the President himself. Our side accepts 
the principle of reciprocity; our opponents are the ones 

who reject it, even as they falsely accuse us of doing so. 

This may be more than mere hypocrisy: it could well be 
projection. The enemy may accuse us of supremacism 

because they would dearly like to have supremacy—i.e., 
unchecked power—over us. 

And this is something which must concern not merely 
white advocates, but the entire Historic American Nation.  

Roger Devlin is a contributing editor to The Occidental 
Quarterly and the author of Sexual Utopia in Power: The 
Feminist Revolt Against Civilization. 

See, earlier, by John Derbyshire: “Racism” (The Word) 
Becoming Obsolete Because Of Racism—Anti-White, That 

Is   ----------------------------------------------------  

*https://theuglytruth70ad.blogspot.com/2020/01/senat

ors-and-congressmen-who-hold-dual.html?m=1 
------------------------------------------------ 

Too Big to Fail: Mega Group, Maxwells and Mossad: The 

Spy Story at the Heart of the Jeffrey Epstein Scandal. 

 The picture painted by the evidence is not a direct 

Epstein tie to a single intelligence agency but a web 

linking key members of the Mega Group, politicians, and 

officials in both the U.S. and Israel, and an organized-

crime network with deep business and intelligence ties in 

both nations. 

WhitneyWebb*https://www.mintpressnews.com/megag

roupmaxwells-mossad-spy-story-jeffrey-epstein-

scandal/261172/ 

____________________________________________________________________  

The left has ‘weaponized’ Holocaust against Israel, says advocate – 
Philip Weiss, January 25, 2020 

On Thursday, Yossi Klein Halevi, the author and Israel 

advocate, said that the left has “weaponized” the 

Holocaust against Israel. Speaking on i24 News on the 

75th anniversary of the Auschwitz liberation, he said that 

he “frequently” hears leftwingers saying of Israel, “How 

can you do the same thing to Palestinians” that was done 

to Jews during the Holocaust. 

I have never heard this charge from the left in the 

context of European genocide. Many critics of Israel have 

said that Israelis have internalized the Nazi trauma by 

making Palestinians into Jews, and therefore subhuman. 

Many on the left say that Israeli actions mimic certain 

Nazi persecutions of Jews; I and others have compared 

the Gaza blockade to the Warsaw Ghetto. But Auschwitz 

and the extermination? I haven’t heard any rational 

person argue that Israel is doing the same thing to 

Palestinians. 

Halevi is sounding the new ban on any criticism of Israel 

the invokes the Holocaust. Such criticism is automatically 

deemed antisemitic under the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) 

definition that has now been widely 

adopted in the west. 

Right on time: a BBC reporter is 

being smeared as an antisemite for 

criticizing Israel for overplaying the 

victim card. 

Orla Guerin of the BBC reported from Jerusalem ahead 

of the ceremony commemorating the 75th anniversary of 

the liberation of Auschwitz: 

“In Yad Vashem’s Hall of Names, images of the dead. 

Young soldiers troop in to share in the binding tragedy of 

the Jewish people. The state of Israel is now a regional 

power. For decades, it has occupied Palestinian 

territories. But some here will always see their nation 

through the prism of persecution and survival.” 

Two former BBC executives and Jewish leaders said the 

comment was “antisemitic,” according to the Guardian. 

Danny Cohen, a former BBC television exec, said: The 

attempt to link the horrors of the Holocaust to the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict is deeply offensive and upsetting. It 

was unnecessary, insensitive and particularly ugly in the 

days before Holocaust Memorial Day. 

While Amanda Bowman, the vice-president of the Board 

of Deputies of British Jews, said the report was “crass 

and offensive” and questioned Guerin’s lack of 

impartiality on the Israel-Palestine conflict. 

This shows how they use even the mentioning of 

Palestinian oppression as qualifying as antisemitic, 

Jonathan Ofir points out. They are licensed by the IHRA 

playbook: “Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli 

policy to that of the Nazis.” 

P.S. Yossi Klein Halevi has said “there is no Judaism 

without Zionism,” and anti-Zionist Jews are outside the 

Jewish community. This is a man of influence. Halevi was 

the go-to expert for the former New York Times 

correspondent in Israel, Jodi Rudoren, now editor of the 

Forward. And Halevi has been sponsored in the U.S. by 

both the rightwing Israel lobby, AIPAC, and the 

leftleaning branch, J Street. J Street seems to accept 

Halevi’s redlines, for it invites no anti-Zionist Jews to 

speak. 

* https://mondoweiss.net/2020/01/the-left-has-
weaponized-holocaust-against-israel-says-advocate/  

-------------------------------------------------  
* https://www.sbs.com.au/news/on-the-eve-of-
auschwitz-anniversary-germany-warns-of-mass-exit-of-
jews-if-hatred-persists 
 

---------------------------------------------------  
* https://www.smh.com.au/world/europe/governor-
general-australia-should-considerdebateonreprehensible-
swastika-20200123-p53u9i.html 

--------------------------------------------------- 
* https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-holocaustmemorial-

set-to-begin-organizers-deny-event-becomingpoliticized/ 

__________________________________________________   
 [Hmmmmm, despite all the grovelling in the next item, the bishops managed one small sentence, without further 
details of course: >>Another totalitarianism, namely communism, acted quite similarly, also reaching a death toll of 
millions.<<  and there is no mention of homicidal gas chambers! Why not? They are a fiction!– ed AI] 
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Bishops of Europe on Auschwitz-Birkenau liberation anniversary:  

No to anti-Semitism and political manipulation of the truth, 25-01-2020 
The 75th anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz-

Birkenau concentration camp, in the spirit of Pope 

Francis’ words, obliges 

us to expressly fight 

against all acts that 

trample on human 

dignity: racism, 

xenophobia and anti-

Semitism. We cannot 

allow the truth to be 

ignored or 

manipulated for 

immediate political needs – we read in the Statement 

issued by the Presidency of the Council of European 

Bishops’ Conferences (CCEE) and the President of the 

Commission of the Bishops’ Conferences of the European 

Union (COMECE) on behalf of the bishops of Europe. 

The bishops of Europe indicate that although 75 years 

have already passed since the liberation of the German 

concentration camp Auschwitz-Birkenau, this place still 

inspires terror. They remember that it was the largest 

Nazi concentration camp, opened in 1940 in the occupied 

Polish territories. 

“On this anniversary, we appeal to the modern world for 

reconciliation and peace, for respect for each nation’s 

right to exist and to freedom, to independence, to 

maintain its own culture. We cannot allow the truth to be 

ignored or manipulated for immediate political needs. 

This appeal is extremely important now, for – despite the 

dramatic experience of the past – the world in which we 

live is still exposed to new threats and new 

manifestations of violence. Cruel wars, genocide, 

persecution, and different forms of fanaticism are still 

taking place, although history teaches us that violence 

never leads to peace but, on the contrary, breeds more 

violence and death” – we read in the Statement issued 

by the Bishops of Europe. 

The bishops underline that Auschwitz has become a 

symbol of all German concentration camps, and even of 

all such extermination sites. “It is like a climax of hatred 

against man which took its death toll in the 20th century. 

It is here that the thesis on the fundamental inequality of 

people was brought to its final limits. Here, the Nazis 

took the power to decide who is human and who is not. 

Here, euthanasia met with eugenics. Auschwitz-Birkenau 

is a result of the system based on the ideology of 

national socialism, which meant trampling the dignity of 

man who is made in the image of God. Another 

totalitarianism, namely communism, acted quite 

similarly, also reaching a death toll of millions” – the 

Bishops of Europe write.  

They add that, every year hundreds of thousands of 

people visit this camp. The last three Popes – St. John 

Paul II, Benedict XVI and Francis – were also among the 

visitors. The Bishops recall, among other things, the 

words that Pope Francis addressed a few days ago to a 

delegation of the “Simon Wiesenthal Center”: “May the 

anniversary of the unspeakable cruelty that humanity 

learned of seventy-five years ago serve as a summons to 

pause, to be still and to remember. We need to do this, 

lest we become indifferent”. 

The Bishops also appeal to light candles and say a prayer 

for people murdered in death camps of all nationalities 

and religions and for their relatives on 27 January at 

15:00, that is, at the hour of the liberation of Auschwitz-

Birkenau concentration camp. “Let our prayer broaden 

the reconciliation and brotherhood, of which the opposite 

is hostility, destructive conflicts and fueled 

misunderstandings” – we read in the Statement.  

On behalf of the Bishops of Europe, the Statement was 

signed by the Presidency of the Council of European 

Bishops’ Conferences (CCEE) consisting of: President 

Cardinal Angelo Bagnasco, Vice-President Cardinal 

Vincent Nichols, Vice-President Archbishop Stanisław 

Gądecki and by the President of the Bishops’ Conferences 

of the European Union (COMECE) Cardinal Jean-Claude 

Hollerich. 

CCEE/COMECE - Full text of the Statement: 

STATEMENT FROM THE PRESIDENCY OF THE COUNCIL OF 

EUROPEAN BISHOPS’ CONFERENCES (CCEE) AND FROM 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE BISHOPS’ 

CONFERENCES OF THE  EUROPEAN UNION (COMECE) ON 

THE 75th ANNIVERSARY OF THE LIBERATION OF THE 

GERMAN NAZI EXTERMINATION CAMP AUSCHWITZ-

BIRKENAU 

75 years have already passed since the liberation of the 

German concentration camp Auschwitz-Birkenau 

(27/01/1945), and this place still inspires terror. 

1. It was the largest Nazi concentration camp, opened in 

1940 in the occupied Polish territories. Initially intended 

for Poles (Auschwitz), it was significantly expanded in the 

area of the neighboring Brzezinka (Auschwitz-Birkenau) 

and in the years between 1942-1945 – as part of “the 

Final Solution” (Endlösung) – it became a place of 

mass extermination of the Jewish people. [sic-] In 

the concentration camp Auschwitz-Birkenau, the German 

National Socialists murdered over a million Jews, tens of 

thousands of Poles (70-75,000), Roma (21,000), 

Russians (15,000) and several thousand prisoners of 

other nationalities. Due to the enormity of the Jewish 

victims, it is the largest site of mass genocide in the 

world. 

Auschwitz has become a symbol of all German 

concentration camps, and even of all such extermination 

sites. It is like a climax of hatred against man which took 

its death toll in the 20th century. It is here that the 

thesis on the fundamental inequality of people was 

brought to its final limits. Here, the Nazis took the power 

to decide who is human and who is not. Here, euthanasia 

met with eugenics. Auschwitz-Birkenau is a result of the 

system based on the ideology of national socialism, 

which meant trampling the dignity of man who is made 
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in the image of God. Another totalitarianism, namely 

communism, acted quite similarly, also reaching a death 

toll of millions. 

2. Today, hundreds of thousands of people visit this 

camp every year. The last three Popes were also among 

the visitors. 

St. John Paul II visited Auschwitz-Birkenau during his 

first pilgrimage to Poland (7 June 1979). He went 

through the camp gate that bears the inscription “Arbeit 

macht frei,” spent a moment in Saint Maximilian Maria 

Kolbe’s death cell and prayed in the courtyard of block 

No.11 where prisoners were shot. Then he went to 

Brzezinka, and there he celebrated Holy Mass. During his 

homily, he said: “I pause with you, dear participants in 

this encounter, before the inscription in Hebrew. This 

inscription awakens the memory of the People whose 

sons and daughters were intended for total 

extermination. This People draws its origin from 

Abraham, our father in faith (cf. Rom 4:12), as was 

expressed by Paul of Tarsus. The very people that 

received from God the commandment ‘Thou shalt not 

kill’, itself experienced in a special measure what is 

meant by killing. […] A nation can never grow at 

another’s expense; at the cost of the enslavement of the 

other; at the cost of conquest, outrage, exploitation and 

death.” 

Pope Benedict XVI passed through the camp gate alone 

(28 May 2006) and during the prayer service at the 

International Monument to the Martyrdom of Nations, he 

gave a speech in which he said, among other things: 

“Like John Paul II, I have walked alongside the 

inscriptions in various languages erected in memory of 

those who died here. There is one in Hebrew. The rulers 

of the Third Reich wanted to crush the entire Jewish 

people, to cancel it from the register of the peoples of 

the earth. […] Deep down those vicious criminals, by 

wiping out this people, wanted to kill the God who called 

Abraham, who spoke on Sinai and laid down principles to 

serve as a guide for mankind: principles that are 

eternally valid. […] By destroying Israel, by the Shoah, 

they ultimately wanted to tear up the taproot of the 

Christian faith and to replace it with a faith of their own 

invention: faith in the rule of man, the rule of the 

powerful. […] behind these inscriptions is hidden the fate 

of countless human beings. They jar our memory; they 

touch our hearts. They have no desire to instill hatred in 

us: instead, they show us the terrifying effect of hatred.” 

Pope Francis during his visit to the former Auschwitz-

Birkenau concentration camp (29/07/2016) followed in 

the footsteps of both his predecessors. He made no 

speech, but his silent presence was very eloquent. In the 

memorial book he wrote: “Lord, have mercy on your 

people. Lord, we ask pardon for such cruelty.” He 

concluded his visit with a prayer at the Monument to the 

Martyrdom of Nations.  

3. A few days ago, Pope Francis made an appeal: “May 

the anniversary of the unspeakable cruelty that humanity 

learned of seventy-five years ago serve as a summons to 

pause, to be still and to remember. We need to do this, 

lest we become indifferent” (Address to a delegation of 

the “Simon Wiesenthal Center”, 20 January 2020). 

The 75th anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz-

Birkenau concentration camp, in the spirit of Pope 

Francis’ words, obliges us to expressly fight against all 

acts that trample on human dignity: racism, xenophobia 

and anti-Semitism. On this anniversary, we appeal to the 

modern world for reconciliation and peace, for respect for 

each nation’s right to exist and to freedom, to 

independence, to maintain its own culture. We cannot 

allow the truth to be ignored or manipulated for 

immediate political needs. This appeal is extremely 

important now, for – despite the dramatic experience of 

the past – the world in which we live is still exposed to 

new threats and new manifestations of violence. Cruel 

wars, genocide, persecution, and different forms of 

fanaticism are still taking place, although history teaches 

us that violence never leads to peace but, on the 

contrary, breeds more violence and death. 

4. It should be recalled that although after World War II 

reconciliation between nations seemed humanly 

impossible, yet, united in the love for Christ, we were 

able to forgive and ask for forgiveness. The testimony of 

this was the Letter addressed by the Polish Bishops to 

the German Bishops in 1965. The experiences from the 

past teach us how important and fruitful it is to build a 

Europe of reconciled and forgiving nations. 

On 27 January at 15:00, that is, at the hour of the 

liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp, let 

us light candles and say a prayer for people murdered in 

death camps of all nationalities and religions and for their 

relatives. Let our prayers broaden the reconciliation and 

brotherhood, of which the opposite is hostility, 

destructive conflicts and fueled misunderstandings. May 

the power of Christ’s love prevail in us. 

Cardinal Angelo BAGNASCO 

President of the Council of European Bishops’ Conferences 

(CCEE) 

Cardinal Jean-Claude HOLLERICH 

President of the Commission of the Bishops’ Conferences of the 

European Union (COMECE) 

Cardinal Vincent NICHOLS 

Vice-President of the Council of European Bishops’ Conferences 

(CCEE) 

Archbishop Stanisław GĄDECKI 

Vice-President of the Council of European Bishops’ Conferences 

(CCEE) Genoa, Brussels, London, Warsaw – January 25, 2020 

* https://episkopat.pl/bishops-of-europe-on-auschwitz-

birkenau-liberation-anniversary-no-to-anti-semitism-and-

political-manipulation-of-the-truth/  

 

____________________________________________________ 

>>If extremists are not stopped, they take over<< 

https://episkopat.pl/bishops-of-europe-on-auschwitz-birkenau-liberation-anniversary-no-to-anti-semitism-and-political-manipulation-of-the-truth/
https://episkopat.pl/bishops-of-europe-on-auschwitz-birkenau-liberation-anniversary-no-to-anti-semitism-and-political-manipulation-of-the-truth/
https://episkopat.pl/bishops-of-europe-on-auschwitz-birkenau-liberation-anniversary-no-to-anti-semitism-and-political-manipulation-of-the-truth/
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Educate, legislate, enforce:  
Full text of Moshe Kantor’s Holocaust Forum speech 

At the current rate, ‘in only 30 years there could be 

no Jews in Europe,’ president of the World 
Holocaust Forum Foundation says at Yad Vashem 

By TOI staff 23 January 2020, 6:44 pm 

Moshe Kantor, President 
of the World Holocaust 
Forum Foundation, 
delivers a speech during 
the Fifth World Holocaust 
Forum at the Yad Vashem 
Holocaust memorial 

museum in Jerusalem on 
January 23, 2020. 
(RONEN ZVULUN / POOL 
/ AFP) 
The following is the full text 
of President of the World 
Holocaust Forum and the 

European Jewish Congress Dr. Moshe Kantor’s speech to 
the Forum at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, January 23, 
2020.  

I would like to begin by expressing my deepest gratitude 
to President Rivlin, who two years ago strongly 

supported the idea to lead the fifth World Holocaust 
Forum in Jerusalem, under the special partnership of Yad 
Vashem and European Jewish congress.  
I would like to address here today three points:  
-  Why is antisemitism a threat to humanity and not only 
for the Jewish people?  

- What is the situation today of antisemitism and 
especially for European Jews?  
-  What are the practical steps that must be taken to 
stop this threat? 

When granting equal rights to the [Jews] of France, 
Napoleon Bonaparte said “the national attitude towards 
Jews is the barometer of society’s civilization”.  

And why is that?  
Historically, Jews were always among the most loyal 
citizens of their countries, and did their best to integrate 
and to become pillars of society in all walks of life.  
And so, for all those who wanted to dismantle the fabric 
of society, extremists from both right and left, the Jews 
were a symbol of society’s foundations.  

Rejection of the Jews was a rejection of the world order. 
They were always the first target, but by no means the 
last. 
The Nazis erased one third of the Jewish people, 6 
million,[sic] but in total, more than 60 million people 
were killed during the Second World War, and the world 

just stopped at the gates of destruction. 
If extremists are not stopped at the gates of 
antisemitism, they will eventually take over executive 
power in their states. 
And what is the situation today? Who could imagine that 
just 75 years after the Holocaust, Jews would again be 
afraid to walk the streets of Europe wearing Jewish 

symbols? 
Who would have imagined that synagogues would be 
attacked and cemeteries destroyed/desecrated on a 
regular basis. 

As president of the European Jewish Congress, I can only 

offer you a picture of communities hiding behind high 
fences and thick security doors. 
More than 80% of them feel unsafe in Europe today, 

while more than 40% are considering leaving Europe 
entirely and in recent years 3% have done so annually. 
If we think about this figure for a moment, it means that 
at this rate in only 30 years there could be no Jews in 
Europe. 
What must be done? 
Firstly, we must educate – about the Holocaust and about 
the dangers of antisemitism, racism and xenophobia. and 
particularly from an early age. 

Secondly, we must introduce meaningful legislation and 
thirdly fully enforce it. 

In this regard, there is so much that we can learn from 
one another. 

For example: Germany adopted a law, two years ago, 
against online hate speech, addressing one of the most 
powerful platforms for antisemitism and racism today – 
the internet. 
The United States has recently addressed the growing 

antisemitism on university campuses, with an executive 
order which permits restricting of federal funds for 
universities that do not combat antisemitism. 
France passed legislation against boycotts of people and 
products based on nationality, addressing the new type 
of antisemitism which targets the Jewish state. 

A few weeks ago, they passed a resolution 
acknowledging that anti-Zionism is anti-Semitism! 
Great Britain is a model of how to effectively respond to 
antisemitism. It created a taskforce, combined of law 
enforcement agencies, legal institutions and civil society 

organizations, to effectively coordinate and act against 
antisemitism. 

And Russia where we find maybe the lowest rates of 
antisemitism due to a very uncompromising, long term 
policy towards antisemitism. And antisemitic incidents 
are treated with maximum severity. Therefore practically 
eliminating antisemitism in the public arena. 
These 5 positive examples of strong leadership should be 
common all over Europe and the world. 

In conclusion, we have to equate legally and practically 
the words and actions of anti-Semitism to the words and 
actions of extremism and terrorism. 
Otherwise it will be too late when extremism takes over 
executive power, country by country, which means your 
power and our mutual future. 

We are together today, united in our words and in our 

belief for a future free from antisemitism, racism and 
xenophobia. Together we will plant the seeds of trust and 
belief so that our daily prayers for salvation will be 
answered. 
I thank each and every one of you for being here and for 
your dedication, belief and commitment. 

 
* https://www.timesofisrael.com/educate-legislate-

enforce-full-text-of-moshe-kantors-holocaust-forum-
speech/ 

______________________________________________________ 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/times-of-israel-staff/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/educate-legislate-enforce-full-text-of-moshe-kantors-holocaust-forum-speech/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/educate-legislate-enforce-full-text-of-moshe-kantors-holocaust-forum-speech/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/educate-legislate-enforce-full-text-of-moshe-kantors-holocaust-forum-speech/
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‘This crime had accomplices’:  
Full text of Putin’s World Holocaust Forum speech: Those who helped the Nazis ‘were often crueler than their masters,’ 

Russian president says. ‘The Holocaust was deliberate annihilation. The Nazis intended the same fate for others.

By TOI staff 23 January 

2020, 9:41 pm 1 

Russian President Vladimir 

Putin delivers a speech at Yad 

Vashem Holocaust memorial 

center in Jerusalem on January 

23, 2020, to mark 75 years 

since the liberation of 

Auschwitz (RONEN ZVULUN / 

POOL / AFP) 

Full text of Russian President Vladimir Putin’s speech at 

the “Remembering the Holocaust: Fighting Antisemitism” 

World Holocaust Forum event at Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, 

Jauary 23, 2020.  

Mr President, Mr Prime Minister, colleagues, friends, 

ladies and gentlemen,  

Today we are brought together at the international forum 

to honour the victims of the Holocaust by a shared 

responsibility, our duty to the past and the future.  

We mourn all the victims of the Nazis, including the six 

million Jews tortured in ghettos and death camps and 

killed cruelly during raids. Forty percent of them were 

citizens of the Soviet Union, so the Holocaust has always 

been a deep wound for us, a tragedy we will always 

remember.  

Before visiting Jerusalem, I looked through original 
documents, reports by Red Army officers after the 
liberation of Auschwitz. I must tell you, colleagues, it is 
very difficult, unbearable to read these military reports, 

documents describing in detail how the camp was set up, 

how the cold-blooded killing machine worked 
Many of them were hand-written by soldiers and officers 
of the Red Army on the second or third day after the 
liberation of the prisoners and convey the shock that the 
Red Army soldiers and officers experienced from what 

they saw there, from testimonies that caused pain, 
indignation and compassion.  
Red Army Field Marshal Konev, who then led the military 
operation to capture the densely populated Silesian 
industrial region of Germany, used tactics to spare as 
many civilians as possible and, having received a report 
about the atrocities committed at Auschwitz, forbade 
himself from even seeing this camp. Later he wrote in his 
memoirs that he had no right to lose his moral strength, 
so that a fair sense of revenge would not have blinded 
him during military operations and would not have 
caused additional suffering and casualties among the 
civilian population of Germany. [sic -] 

January 27 marks the 75th anniversary of the liberation 
of Auschwitz. In this hell, where people from different 
countries were brought for torture, monstrous 

experiments and mass killing, hundreds of thousands of 
people of different ethnicities died. More than half of 
them were Jews.  
The crimes committed by the Nazis, their deliberate, 
planned, and as they said, ”final solution to the Jewish 
issue,“ is one of the darkest and most shameful pages of 
modern world history. [sic -]  
But we should not forget that this crime also had 

accomplices. They were often crueler than their masters. 

Death factories and concentration camps were served not 

only by the Nazis, but also by their accomplices in many 

European countries.  

In the occupied territories of the Soviet Union, where 

these criminals were operating, the largest number of 

Jews were killed. Thus, about 1.4 million Jews were killed 

in Ukraine, and 220,000 people were killed in Lithuania. I 

draw your attention, friends, to the fact that this is 95 

percent of the pre-war Jewish population of this country. 

In Latvia, 77,000 Jewish people were killed. Only a few 

hundred Latvian Jews survived the Holocaust. 

The Holocaust was deliberate annihilation of [a] people. 
But we must remember that the Nazis intended the same 

fate for many other peoples. Russians, Belarusians, 
Ukrainians, Poles and many other peoples were declared 
Untermensch. Their land was meant to serve as living 
space for the Nazis, providing for their prosperous 
existence, while the Slavs and other peoples were meant 
either to be exterminated or to become slaves without 
rights, culture, historical memory and language. [sic-] 

Back in 1945, it was first of all the Soviet people who put 
an end to these barbaric plans. As it has just been said, 
they protected their Fatherland and liberated Europe 
from Nazism. We paid a price no nation could even 
imagine in their worst dreams: a toll of 27 million deaths. 
We will never forget this. The memory of the Holocaust 

will serve as a lesson and a warning only if it remains 
fully intact, without any omissions. Unfortunately, today 
the memory of war and its lessons and legacy often fall 
subject to the immediate political situation. This is 
completely unacceptable. It is the duty of current and 
future politicians, state and public figures to protect the 
good name of the living and fallen heroes, civilians and 

victims of the Nazis and their allies. 
We must use everything we have – our informational, 
political and cultural capabilities as well as the reputation 
and influence our countries have in the world – to this 
end. I am sure that everyone present here today, in this 
audience, shares these concerns and is ready to protect 

truth and justice together with us. 
We are all responsible for making sure that the terrible 
tragedies of this war will not happen again, that the 
generations to come will remember the horrors of the 
Holocaust, the death camps and the siege of Leningrad – 
Prime Minister Netanyahu has just said that today a 
monument to the victims of the siege was unveiled here 

in Jerusalem – Babi Yar, and the burned-down village of 
Khatyn, remember that we must remain alert and must 

not overlook when the first seeds of hate, chauvinism 
and antisemitism take root, or when people start to 
indulge in xenophobia or other similar manifestations. 
Destruction of the past and lack of unity in the face of 
threats can lead to terrible consequences. We must have 

the courage to be straight about this and do everything 
to defend peace. 
I think an example could and should be set by the 
founding countries of the United Nations, the five powers 
that bear special responsibility for the preservation of 
civilisation. 

We have discussed this with several of our colleagues 
and, as far as I know, have received a generally positive 
response to holding a meeting of the heads of state of 
the five permanent members of the UN Security Council: 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/times-of-israel-staff/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/this-crime-had-accomplices-full-text-of-vladimir-putin-holocaust-forum-speech/#comments
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Russia, China, the United States, France and Britain. We 
can hold it in any country, in any place that our 

colleagues would find convenient. Russia is ready for 
such a serious discussion. We intend to send this 
proposal to the leaders of the Five without delay. 

We are faced with many challenges. We discussed one of 
them recently at the initiative of German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel. This is about Libya. But we will have to 
return to this issue at the Security Council and adopt a 

relevant resolution. 
There are many other problems as well. I consider it 
important and symbolic to hold the proposed meeting 
this year. After all, we are celebrating 75 years since the 
end of World War II and the foundation of the United 
Nations. 
A summit of the states that made the main contribution 

to the routing of the aggressor and the formation of the 
postwar world order can play a big role in searching for 
collective ways of responding to current challenges and 
threats and would demonstrate our common 
commitment to the spirit of allied relations, historical 

memory and the lofty ideals and values for which our 

predecessors, our grandfathers and fathers fought 
shoulder to shoulder. 
In conclusion, I would like to thank our Israeli colleagues 
for a warm, very hospitable reception here in Jerusalem, 
and to wish peace, prosperity and all the best to 
everyone at the conference, and, of course, to the 
citizens of Israel. 

Thank you. 
* https://www.timesofisrael.com/this-crime-had-

accomplices-full-text-of-vladimir-putin-holocaust-forum-

speech/Speech 

----------------------------------------------  
RUSSIAN PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN'S ADDRESS 

TO THE FEDERAL ASSEMBLY 

24 Jan, 01:31 

Putin: Nothing in history can hold a candle to the 

Holocaust, Siege of Leningrad 

The Russian president 

noted that the whole 

world was aware of the 

heroism of the 

defenders of Leningrad 

thanks to the multitude 

of documented evidence 

on the matter 

© Alexei Nikolsky/Russian Presidential Press and 

Information Office/TASS 

JERUSALEM, January 23. /TASS/. No tragic event in 

history can be compared to the Siege of Leningrad and 

the Holocaust, Russian President Vladimir Putin said at 

the Jerusalem-hosted ceremony to unveil the Memorial 

Candle monument dedicated to the wartime defenders 

and residents of Leningrad, now known as St. 

Petersburg. 

The Russian leader pointed out that he was honored to 

participate in the ceremony. According to Putin, the 

event was taking place ahead of two important dates, the 

anniversary of the lifting of the Siege of Leningrad on 

January 27, 1944, and the anniversary of the liberation 

of the Auschwitz concentration camp on January 27, 

1945. 

"History has numerous examples of unprecedented 

resistance, sacrificial valor and large-scale human 

tragedies. But nothing can be compared to the Siege of 

Leningrad and the Holocaust," Putin emphasized. 

The Russian president noted that the whole world was 

aware of the heroism of the defenders of Leningrad 

thanks to the multitude of documented evidence on the 

matter. At the same time, in Putin’s words, no written 

record can convey, "what these people had to go 

through." He said that he knew about it from his parents. 

"My father defended the city on the frontlines and my 

mom lived in the besieged city with an infant who died in 

the winter of 1942 and is buried in the Piskaryovskoye 

Memorial Cemetery along with hundreds of thousands of 

other city residents," Putin revealed. 

He added that the sacred memory of the courage and 

martyrdom of those millions of people, and the stories of 

their suffering that they had endured, had been passed 

down through the generations, as well as "the righteous 

anger against what the Nazis did." He pointed out that 

the enemy had condemned Leningrad residents to a 

brutal death through starvation and had also sought to 

wipe the city off the face of the Earth through an 

incessant aerial bombing crusade. "However, the enemy 

failed to fulfill the order that had been put on paper. 

Leningraders, people of various ethnic backgrounds, 

refused to surrender and did their utmost at the front, 

where the fighting raged, and behind the lines on the 

factory floors, where they produced ammunition and 

weapons for the army non-stop," Putin stated. 

* https://tass.com/russian-president-vladimir-putins-
address-to-the-federal-assembly  
* https://tass.com/society/1112311 

__________________________________________________  
Feminist Author Demands Germans Stop Having Babies To Save The Planet - Thu, 01/23/2020 - 05:00 

Feminist author Verena Brunschweiger has called on Germans to stop having babies to save the planet, 

despite the fact that the country’s native fertility rate is already at just 1.4 children per woman. 

* https://www.zerohedge.com/health/feminist-author-demands-germans-stop-having-babies-save-

planet 

------------------------------------------------------ 

Concentration camps see rise in neo-Nazi visitors who disrupt tours 
* https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7921383/Ex-Nazi-concentration-camps-rise-far-Right-
visitors-Holocaust-deniers-disrupt-tours.html 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/this-crime-had-accomplices-full-text-of-vladimir-putin-holocaust-forum-speech/Speech
https://www.timesofisrael.com/this-crime-had-accomplices-full-text-of-vladimir-putin-holocaust-forum-speech/Speech
https://www.timesofisrael.com/this-crime-had-accomplices-full-text-of-vladimir-putin-holocaust-forum-speech/Speech
https://tass.com/russian-president-vladimir-putins-address-to-the-federal-assembly
https://tass.com/russian-president-vladimir-putins-address-to-the-federal-assembly
https://tass.com/society/1112311
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/feminist-author-demands-germans-stop-having-babies-save-planet
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/feminist-author-demands-germans-stop-having-babies-save-planet
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7921383/Ex-Nazi-concentration-camps-rise-far-Right-visitors-Holocaust-deniers-disrupt-tours.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7921383/Ex-Nazi-concentration-camps-rise-far-Right-visitors-Holocaust-deniers-disrupt-tours.html
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___________________________________________________ 

Jewish and universal tragedy:  
75 years after liberation of Auschwitz, ‘hatred and intolerance still lurk in the human 

heart, tell new lies, and seek new victims,’ says British royal on 1st 

official Israel visit 
By TOI staff 23 January 2020, 

6:28 pm 0 

Charles, Prince of Wales, 

speaks during the Fifth World 

Holocaust Forum at the Yad 

Vashem Holocaust memorial 

museum in Jerusalem, January 

23, 2020 (Yonatan 

Sindel/Flash90) 

The following is the full text of Prince Charles’s speech to 

the World Holocaust Forum at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, 

January 23, 2020.  

Survivors of the Shoah, President Rivlin, Your Majesties, 

Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,  

It is a particular honour, although one of the most 

solemn kind, to be present here today, and, on behalf of 

the United Kingdom to commemorate all those so 

tragically lost in the Shoah.  

 
To come to this sacred place, Yad Vashem –“A Memorial 

and a Name” – is to be faced with that for which no 

name, no words and no language can ever possibly do 

justice.  

The magnitude of the genocide that was visited upon the 

Jewish people defies comprehension and can make those 

of us who live in the shadow of those indescribable 

events feel hopelessly inadequate.  

The scale of the evil was so great, the impact so 
profound, that it threatens to obscure the countless 
individual human stories of tragedy, loss and suffering of 
which it was comprised. That is why places like this, and 
events like this, are so vitally important.  

For many of you here, and for Jewish people across the 
globe, those stories are your stories: whether you 
witnessed and somehow endured the appalling barbarity 
of the Holocaust personally; or whether it touched your 
lives through the experience of your loved ones, or 
through the loss of parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts 
or other family you were never able to know 

But we must never forget that they are also our story: a 
story of incomprehensible inhumanity, from which all 
humanity can and must learn. For that an evil cannot be 

described does not mean that it cannot be defeated. That 
it cannot be fully understood, does not mean that it 
cannot be overcome.  
And so it is of particular significance that we should 

gather here, in Israel, where so many of those who 
survived the Holocaust sought and found refuge, and 
built a new future for themselves and this country.  
In the same way, it has been a singular privilege, 
throughout my life, to have met so many Holocaust 
survivors who were welcomed to the United Kingdom and 

who began new lives there, contributing immeasurably to 
the welfare of our country, and the world, in the years 
that followed. 
I have such inspiring memories of remarkable people 
such as Anita Lasker-Wallfisch, who somehow survived 

both Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen before moving to 
Britain after the war. There, as a wonderfully talented 
cellist, she co-founded the English Chamber Orchestra, of 
which I am proud to have been Patron for the past forty-

three years 
On her arm she bears the number by which tyranny had 
sought to make her less than human. Yet, through her 
music, she reminds us of the greatest beauty of which 
we are capable. Over the years, she has shared her story 
bravely and powerfully, determined that some good 

might come from the unspeakable evil she endured and 
overcame. From the horror, she 
brought harmony, healing and 

hope. 
Just as each life lost in the 
Shoah stands for all the 
millions who died, each 

inspirational story such as that 
of Anita Lasker-Wallfisch, 
stands for the strength of spirit, 
the unparalleled courage, the 
determined defiance, of the 
very best of humanity when 
confronted with the very worst. 

For my own part, I have long 
drawn inspiration from the 
selfless actions of my dear 
grandmother, Princess Alice of 

Greece, who in 1943, in Nazi-
occupied Athens, saved a 

Jewish family by taking them 
into her home and hiding them. 

Queen Elizabeth II’s mother-in-law, Princess Alice of 

Battenberg, with one of her daughters circa 1910. 

(Wikimedia Commons/JTA) 

My grandmother, who is buried on the Mount of Olives, 

has a tree planted in her name here at Yad Vashem, and 

is counted as one of the Righteous among the Nations – 

ḥasidei ummot ha`olam – a fact which gives me, and 

my family, immense pride. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, almost a lifetime has passed 

since the horror of the Holocaust unfolded on the 

European continent, and those who bore witness to it are 

sadly ever fewer. We must, therefore, commit ourselves 

to ensuring that their stories live on, to be known and 

understood by each successive generation. 

Anita Lasker-Wallfisch has said: “there is a risk that the 

Holocaust will be placed under a glass bubble just like 

the Napoleonic Wars or the Thirty Years War. But if we 

don’t make the connection between memories of past 

atrocities and the present, there isn’t any point to it.” 

She is, it seems to me, absolutely right. The Holocaust 
must never be allowed to become simply a fact of 
history: we must never cease to be appalled, nor moved 
by the testimony of those who lived through it. Their 
experience must always educate, and guide, and warn 
us. 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/times-of-israel-staff/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-and-universal-tragedy-full-text-of-prince-charles-holocaust-forum-speech/#comments
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The lessons of the Holocaust are searingly relevant to 
this day. Seventy-five years after the Liberation of 

Auschwitz-Birkenau, hatred and intolerance still lurk in 
the human heart, still tell new lies, adopt new disguises, 
and still seek new victims. 

All too often, language is used which turns disagreement 
into dehumanisation. Words are used as badges of 

shame to mark others as enemies, to 
brand those who are different as 

somehow deviant. All too often, virtue 
seems to be sought through verbal 
violence. All too often, real violence 
ensues, and acts of unspeakable 
cruelty are still perpetrated around the 
world against people for reasons of 
their religion, their race or their 

beliefs. 
Britain’s Prince Charles speaks at the Fifth World 

Holocaust Forum at the Yad Vashem Holocaust memorial 

museum in Jerusalem, January 23, 2020. (Yonatan 

Sindel/Flash90) 

Knowing, as we do, the darkness to which such 

behaviour leads, we must be vigilant in discerning these 

ever-changing threats; we must be fearless in 

confronting falsehoods and resolute in resisting words 

and acts of violence. And we must never rest in seeking 

to create mutual understanding and respect. We must 

tend the earth of our societies so that the seeds of 

division cannot take root and grow. And we must never 

forget that every human being is be-tselem Elokim, “in 

the image of God,” and even a single human life is ke-

olam malei, “like an entire universe.” 

The Holocaust was an appalling Jewish tragedy, but it 
was also a universal human tragedy, and one which we 
compound if we do not heed its lessons. 
On this day, in this place, and in memory of the millions 
who perished in the Shoah, let us recommit ourselves to 
tolerance and respect; and to ensuring that those who 

lived through this darkness will forever, as in the words 
of the prophet Isaiah, be “a light unto the nations,” to 
guide the generations that follow. [Tell that to the 
Palestrinians wo would note the hypocrisy of it all - ed -] 
* https://www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-and-universal-

tragedy-full-text-of-prince-charles-holocaust-forum-

speech/ 

___________________________________________________  
[It appears the madness continues ……. with ever increasing intensity. - ed] 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

At Yad Vashem,  

German president says Germans haven’t learned lesson of Holocaust 

Frank-Walter Steinmeier addresses memorial forum ‘laden with guilt,’ says today’s Jew-hatred 

seen in Europe is the ‘same evil’ as during Nazi era 

By Raphael Ahren 23 January 2020, 6:02 pm 5 

German President Frank-Walter Steinmeier delivers a 

speech during the Fifth World Holocaust Forum at the Yad 

Vashem Holocaust 

memorial museum in 

Jerusalem on January 

23, 2020. (ABIR SULTAN 

/ POOL / AFP) 

German President 

Frank-Walter Steinmeier 

said Thursday that his nation had not fully learned the 

lessons of the Holocaust, as Jew-hatred was still growing.  

In an emotional speech at Jerusalem’s Yad Vashem 

Holocaust memorial, Steinmeier reiterated that his 

country assumes full responsibility for the Nazi genocide 

of the Jewish people.  

“The industrial mass murder of six million Jews, the 

worst crime in humanity, was committed by my country. 

The terrible war, which cost over 50 million lives, 

originated in my country,” Germany’s head of state 

acknowledged.  

“The Eternal Flame at Yad Vashem does not go out. 

Germany’s responsibility does not expire. We want to live 

up to our responsibility. By this, you should measure us,” 

he said. “Seventy-five years after the liberation of 

Auschwitz, I stand here as the president of Germany, 

laden with guilt.”  

Steinmeier, 64, was addressing some 50 world leaders 
participating in the Fifth World Holocaust Forum, which 

convened in the Israeli capital to mark the 75th 
anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz death 
camp.  

He began and ended his speech by reciting, in Hebrew, 
the Jewish “Shehehiyanu” blessing said at memorable 
occasions. 

“Blessed be the Lord for enabling me to be here at this 
day,” he added in English.  

Steinmeier expressed concern over continued anti-

Semitism, noting a pattern of attacks on Jews in 
Germany, highlighting a shooting in October on a 
synagogue in the German city of Halle.  

“I wish I could say that we Germans have learnt from 
history once and for all. But I cannot say that when 
hatred is spreading,” he said.  

“I cannot say that when Jewish children are spat on in 

the schoolyard. I cannot say that when crude anti-
Semitism is cloaked in supposed criticism of Israeli 

policy. I cannot say that when only a thick wooden door 
prevents a right-wing terrorist from causing a bloodbath 
in a synagogue in the city of Halle on Yom Kippur.” 

 

Bullet holes are seen 

on October 10, 2019 at 

a door of the 

synagogue in Halle, 

eastern Germany, one 

day after the attack 

where two people 

were shot dead. (Axel 

Schmidt/AFP) 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-and-universal-tragedy-full-text-of-prince-charles-holocaust-forum-speech/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-and-universal-tragedy-full-text-of-prince-charles-holocaust-forum-speech/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-and-universal-tragedy-full-text-of-prince-charles-holocaust-forum-speech/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/raphael-ahren/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/at-yad-vashem-german-president-says-germans-havent-learned-lesson-of-holocaust/#comments
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The situation in today’s Germany is of course not the 

same as that of the Nazi era, Steinmeier went on. “The 

words are not the same. The perpetrators are not the 

same. 

“But it is the same evil,” he asserted. “And there remains 

only one answer: Never again! Nie wieder! That is why 

there cannot be an end to remembrance.” 

A responsibility toward preserving the memory of the 
Holocaust was an integral part of postwar Germany from 
the very beginning, the president said. “But it tests us 
here and now. This Germany will only live up to itself if it 

lives up to its historical responsibility.” 

Steinmeier vowed to combat anti-Semitism, as well as 
“the poison that is nationalism.” He promised to protect 
Jewish life in Germany and to stand with the State of 
Israel.  

“Here at Yad Vashem, I renew this promise before the 

eyes of the world. And I know that I am not alone. Today 
we join together to say: No to anti-Semitism! No to 

hatred!” he declared. 

President Vladimir 

Putin, Reuven Rivlin 

and Emmanuel Macron, 

with Britain’s Prince 

Charles, attend the 

World Holocaust Forum 

at Yad Vashem in 

Jerusalem on January 

23, 2020. (Screenshot) 

Steinmeier also expressed gratitude toward the State of 
Israel and Jews around the globe for not shunning 
Germany after the Holocaust. 

“My heart is filled with gratitude for the hands of 
the survivors stretched out to us, for the new trust 

given to us by people in Israel and across the 
world, for Jewish life flourishing in Germany,” he 
said. “My soul is moved by the spirit of 

reconciliation, this spirit which opened up a new 
and peaceful path for Germany and Israel; for 
Germany, Europe and the countries of the world.” 

Speaking before Steinmeier, French President Emmanuel 

Macron praised world leaders for coming together to 

remember the Holocaust. 

“Can one have even imagined this happening nowadays? 

For us to be so united in remembrance?” he said in his 

speech. “This is not just history that one can read this 

way or another. No, there is truth and history with 

evidence. Let us not be confused between these things.” 

The French leader said: “After all that has passed, anti-

Semitism and the scourge of anti-Semitism has returned, 

and with it, xenophobia and intolerance have also raised 

their ugly heads.” 

In the face of modern anti-Semitism, he said, “We will 
not allow ourselves to stand by in silence because we 

promise to remember and to take steps. Remember, 
never forget.” 

Beside Steinmeier and Macron, Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu, President Reuven Rivlin, Russian President 
Vladimir Putin, US Vice President Mike Pence and 
Britain’s Prince Charles addressed the commemoration. 

 
* https://www.timesofisrael.com/at-yad-vashem-

german-president-says-germans-havent-learned-lesson-

of-holocaust/ 

____________________________________________________ 

Polish, Lithuanian leaders withdrew; Ukraine skips key event 

As Holocaust memorial begins, organizers deny event becoming politicized 

Moshe Kantor claims world forum has succeeded in using Holocaust remembrance to highlight 

‘the crisis of anti-Semitism,’ adds, ‘It’s ‘a shame that Poland is not part of that’ 

By Raoul Wootliff and Raphael Ahren 23 January 2020, 12:59 pm 0 

 

Moshe Kantor, the head of the 

European Jewish Congress, is 

pictured during an interview with 

AFP in Jerusalem on January 6, 

2020. (Menahem Kahana/AFP) 

Hours ahead of the World Holocaust 

Forum’s memorial to commemorate 

the 75th liberation of the Auschwitz-

Birkenau death camp, the organization’s president, 

Moshe Kantor, dismissed claims Thursday that the event 

has become politicized, saying its only goal was to unite 

world leaders against anti-Semitism.  

He was speaking after Ukraine announced at the last 

minute that its President Volodymyr Zelensky would not 

after all attend the Thursday event, saying he and his 

delegation had given up their seats so more survivors 

could attend, and after Poland’s and Lithuania’s 

presidents decided not to fly to Israel for the ceremony, 

upset over the failure to invite Polish President Polish 

President Andrzej Duda to address the event, while 

Russia’s President Vladimir Putin is doing so.  

“It’s not a political gathering. Our main goal is to use the 

platform of Holocaust commemoration to raise the issue 

about the crisis of anti-Semitism. And we have done 

that,” Kantor told reporters at a press conference in 

Jerusalem’s Yad Vashem, which is hosting the gathering.  

The event, headlined “Remembering the Holocaust, 

Fighting Antisemitism,” is co-organized by the office of 

President Reuven Rivlin, Jerusalem’s Yad Vashem 

Holocaust memorial center 

and the World Holocaust 

Forum Foundation.  

Ukraine President 

Volodymyr Zelensky, 

interviewed in his office in 

Kyiv, on January 18, 2020 

(Press service of the Office 

of the President of Ukraine) 

Asked to respond to Polish President Duda’s decision not 

to attend the event after he was refused the opportunity 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/netanyahu-tells-holocaust-memorial-we-remember-the-world-turned-its-back-on-us/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/netanyahu-tells-holocaust-memorial-we-remember-the-world-turned-its-back-on-us/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/putin-holocaust-perpetrated-not-only-by-nazis-but-also-by-their-henchmen/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/at-yad-vashem-german-president-says-germans-havent-learned-lesson-of-holocaust/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/at-yad-vashem-german-president-says-germans-havent-learned-lesson-of-holocaust/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/at-yad-vashem-german-president-says-germans-havent-learned-lesson-of-holocaust/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/raoul-wootliff/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/raphael-ahren/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-holocaust-memorial-set-to-begin-organizers-deny-event-becoming-politicized/#comments
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to speak, Kantor said, “We tried to create a wide 

platform for everybody to come here and be united 

against that evil. It’s a shame that Poland is not part of 

that.”  

Kantor, who also heads the European Jewish Congress, 

says Duda was offered the first speaking slot at a state 

dinner held Wednesday night at the President’s 

Residence but “unfortunately” turned it down. Poland has 

denied the claim.  

Much ink has been spilled over Duda’s decision to boycott 

the event because Putin was invited to speak and he 

wasn’t. After all, Duda argued, Auschwitz was located in 

occupied Poland, and Poles were, after Jews, the people 

who suffered most in the death camp.  

Furthermore, Duda said he was unwilling to listen to 
Putin, who is currently pushing a particularly anti-Polish 
narrative of World War II, without being given the 
opportunity to respond 

President Reuven 

Rivlin, left, with his 

Polish counterpart 

Andrzej Duda at the 

Auschwitz-Birkenau 

death camp in 

Oswiecim, Poland, 

April 12, 2018. (Omar 

Marques/SOPA 

Images/LightRocket via Getty Images/via JTA) 

Duda’s criticism of the event’s format, which grants 

Russia a major stage to advance its version of events, 

angered other states in the region as well. Lithuanian 

President Gitanas Nauseda, for instance, on Tuesday 

canceled his trip to Jerusalem on short notice, sending 

the head of the country’s parliament instead. Nauseda 

will attend next week’s commemoration in Poland, he 

declared.  

Yad Vashem’s chairman Avner Shalev said there was no 

political message in the decision to have Russian 

President Putin address the memorial event and not 

Duda.  

“Long before the dispute between Russia and Poland 
started their dispute, we planned this event and felt that 
it was appropriate that the representatives of the Allies 
spoke,” Shalev said. 

A spokesperson for Yad Vashem said earlier this week 
that it was “especially appropriate that the leaders 
addressing this event represent the four main powers of 
the Allied forces, which liberated Europe and the world 

from the murderous tyranny of Nazi Germany.” 
 

President Reuven 

Rivlin hosts over 40 

world leaders as part 

of the World 

Holocaust Forum, on 

January 22, 2020.  

 

(Olivier Fitoussi/Flash90) 

Another bone of contention was the very location of the 

event, with Polish authorities saying the main memorial 

for the liberation of Auschwitz should be at the site of the 

death camp and not in Israel. 

“I believe that one must not deprive this place of its 

remembrance by transferring it somewhere else and by 

stressing somewhere else what happened more than 75 

years ago,” Duda said earlier this month. 

Shalev said that he felt Duda “got the wrong 
interpretation of the goals of this meeting,” adding that 
he “hasn’t seen any sign that Putin is going to use his 
speech to attack any other country.” 
Some have suggested Putin could use the stage not only 
to praise the Soviet Army for liberating Auschwitz but 
also to advance his current campaign to badmouth the 

Poles for allegedly having collaborated with the Nazis. 
At 1:15 p.m. the main memorial ceremony will start at 
Yad Vashem’s Warsaw Ghetto Square. In addition to 
Israeli President Reuven Rivlin and Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu, French President Macron, US Vice 
President Mike Pence, Russian President Vladimir Putin, 
Britain’s Prince Charles and German President Frank-

Walter Steinmeier will address the gathering. 
Besides the politicians and Kantor, there will be two 

other speakers: former chief rabbi and Holocaust 

survivor Israel Meir Lau and Yad Vashem’s Avner Shalev. 

In between the speeches, short clips about the Holocaust 
and contemporary anti-Semitism will be shown and an 

orchestra and several choirs will provide musical 
interludes. 
Holocaust survivors Rose Moskowitz and Colette Avital 
are set to light a memorial torch, and the world leaders 
will lay wreaths at the base of Nathan Rappaport’s 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising monument. IDF cantor Shai 
Abramson will recite the El Maleh Rahamim memorial 

prayer and Holocaust survivor Naftali “Tuli” Deutsch will 
say Kaddish, the traditional Jewish mourner’s prayer, 
before the ceremony concludes with the playing of 
Hatikva. 

Delegations from 49 countries, including 41 heads of 
state, are attending. The guest list also includes four 

kings and many leaders from such countries as Australia, 
Canada, Germany, Italy, and Argentina, as well as the 
presidents of the European Commission, the European 
Council and the European Parliament. 
Kantor said Tuesday that the turnout for the the event 
“sends a powerful message that anti-Semitism is an 
unacceptable danger to all of our societies. 

“It gives Jews hope all around the world that extremism 
can be countered with the values of moderation and 
toleration,” Kantor said, adding that he has, 
nonetheless, “never been so concerned with the rise in 
anti-Semitism that I see around us.” 
“Just 75 years after the Holocaust, Jewish life in Europe 
is again under threat,” says the Moscow-born 

philanthropist and Jewish activist. “It’s a sad picture of 
trembling communities hiding behind high fences,” he 
said. 
Shalev said that the event aims “to bring together 
leaders of the international community to express their 
new commitment for Holocaust remembrance and 
understanding the deep meaning of Holocaust 

remembrance and to commit to fighting antisemitism 
around the world.” 
Shalev said the unexpectedly high turnout of world 
leaders “shows that we have created a united front of 
leaders to present the mission of combating 
antisemitism.” 

While promoting Holocaust remembrance, organizers of 
the Jerusalem event have, however, come under 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/polish-president-wont-attend-holocaust-event-in-jerusalem-over-speaking-snub/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/polish-president-wont-attend-holocaust-event-in-jerusalem-over-speaking-snub/
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criticism for not sufficiently including Holocaust survivors 
and instead focusing on the panoply of visiting 

dignitaries. To the chagrin of some, only 30 out of 800 
tickets for the event were reserved for Holocaust 
survivors. 

In response, Ukrainian President Zelensky tweeted on 
Thursday that his delegation was giving up its seats to 
allow more survivors to attend. He said he would 
participate in other events in Israel related to the 

Auschwitz anniversary as scheduled. 
In Kiev over the weekend, Zelensky had told The Times 

of Israel firmly that “I will attend the ceremony” even 

though he believed he should have been invited to 

address it. 

“For me personally, it doesn’t matter whether I speak. 
But so many people who died in this tragedy [of the 
Holocaust] were Ukrainian Jews — starting with Babi 
Yar… The statistical information that we have shows that 

one in four of the Jews who were killed in the Holocaust 
were Ukrainian. That is why, for Ukrainians, it is very 

important to honor the victims of the Holocaust. I think it 
would be fair, therefore, that the president of Ukraine 
would give a speech.” 

Yad Vashem said Zelensky’s announcement that he and 
others in his delegation would give up their seats so that 

Holocaust survivors could was “puzzling.” 
“This morning, the Ukrainian president announced his 
withdrawal, claiming that he is transferring to a 

Holocaust survivor,” the memorial center said in a 
statement. “It was explained to the president that we 
have assented to survivors who approached us in recent 
days…. Therefore, his decision is puzzling, and it is a pity 

to take such a step in an event entitled ‘Remember the 
Holocaust to fight anti-Semitism.’” 
Simmy Allen, a spokesman for Yad Vashem, said “some 
100” survivors were expected among the 780 attendees. 
“Of course we would like as many Holocaust survivors as 
possible to attend, but we’re also dealing with 48 
delegations from all around the world,” he said. 

In light of the public outcry, a handful of Israeli cabinet 
ministers also decided to give up their seats for 
survivors. 
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-holocaust-
memorial-set-to-begin-organizers-deny-event-becoming-
politicized/ 
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The oligarch behind today's World Holocaust Forum attended by 

presidents and kings 
By Alison Weir, January 23, 2020 

At least 45 world leaders have responded to a summons 

to attend the World Holocaust Forum in Israel to “fight 

antisemitism.” The event is organized by a Russian-

Israeli oligarch who considers support for Palestinian 

human rights “antisemitic.” He is promoting an Orwellian 

program that would criminalize “intolerance” and require 

re-education programs for anyone who strays beyond 

accepted views… 

In an astounding gathering, at least 45 presidents, kings, 

premiers, and world leaders have gathered in Israel to 

pay obeisance to the Jewish State and “fight 

antisemitism.” Israel’s Ha’aretz newspaper calls it “an 

airlift of presidents, prime ministers and royalty from 

around the world.” 

In the midst of the impeachment proceedings, US Vice 

President Mike Pence and Congressional leader Nancy 

Pelosi have flown to Israel to pay tribute. (The US gives 

Israel over $10 million per day.) 

The opulent two-day event is entitled “Remembering the 

Holocaust: Fighting Antisemitism.” The presidents and 

kings have gathered in response to a summons to 

commemorate The Holocaust – a catastrophic event that 

ended 75 years ago through the deaths of thousands’ of 

their countries’ soldiers – and to “fight antisemitism.” 

It is unlikely that any will mention the current and 

ongoing genocidal program against Palestinians, the fact 

that Jews are reportedly the wealthiest group per capita 

in the world, or that the alleged “antisemitism” they are 

fighting often consists of support for Palestinian human 

rights. It is also doubtful that the millions of non-Jews 

who died during The Holocaust will play much of a role in 

the festivities. 

The event is the brain child of Viatcheslav Moshe Kantor, 

a Russian-Israeli oligarch known for “unscrupulous 

business dealings” who made his money during the 

massive plunder of Russian resources that left many 

ordinary Russian citizens in misery. Kantor is the 

president of the European 

Jewish Congress and multiple 

other international entities. 

This is his fifth Holocaust 

Forum. 

Holocaust Forum creator 

Viatcheslav Moshe Kantor in his home in Herzliya, Israel. 

A major component of the alleged “antisemitism” that 

Kantor is fighting is opposition to Israel’s human rights 

abuses and apartheid-like system of discrimination. 

A Palestinian family carries 

their belongings towards 

the remains of their 

destroyed home, hit by 

Israeli shelling and air 

strikes on Gaza. August 5, 

2014. Gaza is often called 

the largest open air prison 

in the world. It is sometimes called a ghetto. 

Kantor is a Russian-Israeli billionaire dedicated to Israel. 

He has stated that the creation of the State of Israel is 

the “biggest achievement” of Diaspora Jewry, and 

believes that all Jews must work to “strengthen our 

https://twitter.com/ZelenskyyUa/status/1220245782542110722
https://www.timesofisrael.com/a-serious-man-zelensky-bids-to-address-ukraines-dark-past-brighten-its-future/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/many-leaders-but-few-actual-survivors-invited-to-landmark-holocaust-event/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-holocaust-memorial-set-to-begin-organizers-deny-event-becoming-politicized/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-holocaust-memorial-set-to-begin-organizers-deny-event-becoming-politicized/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/as-holocaust-memorial-set-to-begin-organizers-deny-event-becoming-politicized/
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/holocaust-forum-putin-pence-pelosi-macron-israel-auschwitz-ceremony-yad-vashem-1.8434457
https://israelpalestinenews.org/senators-introduce-another-bipartisan-bill-to-give-israel-billions-of-dollars/
https://ccrjustice.org/genocide-palestinian-people-international-law-and-human-rights-perspective
http://dailysikhupdates.com/sikhs-2nd-richest-religious-community-world-per-capita/
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/Dr-Moshe-Kantor-brings-world-leaders-to-Yad-Vashem-to-fight-antisemitism-614285
https://worldholocaustforum.org/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/human-rights-reports-on-israel-palestine-regularly-updated/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/human-rights-reports-on-israel-palestine-regularly-updated/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/experts-israeli-system-constitutes-apartheid-crime-against-humanity/
https://ifamericansknew.org/cur_sit/gazafactsheet.html
https://www.nrc.no/news/2018/april/gaza-the-worlds-largest-open-air-prison/
https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/ali-abunimah/video-israels-cold-blooded-killings-gaza-ghetto
https://eurojewcong.org/ejc-in-action/events-meetings/ejc-president-moshe-kantor-the-creation-of-the-state-of-israel-is-the-greatest-achievement-of-diaspora-jewry-in-europe-and-the-world/
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beloved state.” (The following is excerpted from a 

previous article article I wrote on the topic.) 

In 2008 Kantor enunciated his core belief: “The reality of 

today requires that European Jews care not only about 

the preservation and security of Israel, but also the way 

it is treated by the rest of the world. This must be the 

leading priority of the European Diaspora.” 

Kantor heads up and sometimes even originated, a 

network of pro-Israel international entities. 

In addition to being president of the European Jewish 

Congress, he is founder and president of the World 

Holocaust Forum Foundation, founder and chairman of 

the European Jewish Fund, originator and president of 

the International Luxembourg Forum on Preventing 

Nuclear Catastrophe, co-founder and president of the 

European Council on Tolerance and Reconciliation, vice 

president of the Euro-Asian Jewish Congress, 

a member of the International Board of Hillel, and the 

former president of the Russian Jewish Congress, to 

name just some of his affiliations. 

His ability to accomplish all this stems from his enormous 

wealth. In addition to being an “international 

philanthropist,” as he identifies himself, Kantor is an 

international businessman with $4 billion at his disposal. 

He has been accused of unscrupulous business 

dealings and financial fraud. 

Like other Russian oligarchs, Kantor made his fortune in 

the first years of Russia’s “new capitalism”– sometimes 

called “gangster capitalism” – when, under the guise of 

“privatization,” Russia’s economy was 

massively looted, causing ruin to many Russian citizens 

who saw their life savings vanish, sometimes in a matter 

of weeks. Kantor’s father, a former Red Army 

soldier, reportedly served prison time for “speculation 

and embezzlement of state property in a large scale, 

taking bribes and forgery.” Kantor was among the many 

individuals in the Russian Jewish community 

who flourished; many – perhaps most – of the Russian 

oligarchs have ties to Israel. 

Kantor is known for a variety of international activities. 

Along with notorious oligarch Boris Berezovsky, Kantor 

is said to have been a “sponsor of the ‘Orange 

Revolution’ in Ukraine in 2005, which led to the 

cancellation of the initial results of the presidential 

election.” Berezovsky later bragged that he had funded 

the revolution.  In 2006 Kantor received an award from 

Ukraine’s new president for “distinguished services” to 

the country. 

Stamping out ‘Antisemitism’ and ‘Intolerance’ 

Kantor has been involved in a global campaign to embed 

a new, Israel-centric definition of antisemitism in 

European governments and institutions. The 

EJC says that the definition of anti-Semitism must be 

“clarified” because “the new form of anti-Semitism” 

supposedly “emanates from pro-Palestinians.” EJC is the 

regional affiliate of the World Jewish Congress, one of 

whose main missions is to advocate for Israel. 

Kantor says that BDS, the international boycott of Israel 

over its violent human rights abuses, is “antisemitic.” 

(BDS works to “uphold the simple principle that 

Palestinians are entitled to the same rights as the rest of 

humanity.”) According to Kantor, “Anti-Zionism 

[opposition to Israel’s systemic discrimination and 

violence] is almost always just a mask for hatred of Jews 

and Jewish collectivity and is just the most modern 

manifestation of the oldest hatred.” 

Thus, the opposition of Kantor and his organizations to 

“antisemitism” often consists of censoring information 

that exposes Israeli violations of Palestinian human 

rights. 

Kantor advocates that governments punish antisemites 

as harshly as they punish terrorists. He has been working 

to convince European governments to adopt a bizarre 

13-page program of “concrete and enforceable 

obligations that ensure tolerance and stamp out 

intolerance.” 

The Orwellian program, entitled “National Statute for the 

Promotion of Tolerance” (revised version here), would 

restrict freedom of expression, impose re-education 

programs, enact surveillance structures, and institute 

criminal penalties for “antisemitism” and other 

“intolerance.” Expressing views specified as 

impermissible would be “regarded as criminal offenses 

punishable as aggravated crimes.” 

The document proposes a deeply authoritarian structure 

controlling multiple aspects of society to coerce 

“tolerance,” and anyone who doesn’t get with the 

program would be taken care of, e.g. “Juveniles 

convicted of committing crimes listed in paragraph (a) 

will be required to undergo a rehabilitation programme 

conducive to a culture of tolerance.” Big Brother in the 

form of a “National Tolerance Monitoring Commission” 

would ensure that no one says or does anything that the 

Commission determines is “intolerant.” 

The program is being promoted by Kantor’s “European 

Center for Tolerance and Reconciliation” (ECTR), and 

may be on the way to becoming a reality. Kantor has 

secured former UK Prime Minister Tony Blair as the ECTR 

Chairman and French philosopher Bernard-Henri Lévy as 

a member. 

According to its website ECTR has formed a joint task 

force with the European Council to work on implementing 

the program throughout Europe. The European Council, 

composed of the heads of state or government of the 28 

EU member states, defines the EU’s overall political 

direction and priorities. 

Moshe Kantor and Tony 

Blair present Prince Albert 

of Monaco the ECTR’s 2018 

“Medal of Tolerance.” The 

former Norwegian Prime 

Minister, former Italian 

Foreign Minister (current 

EU Commissioner for 

Justice), and the former 

Serbian Foreign Minister 

(president of the 67th Session of the UN General 

Assembly) attended the event.  

 

https://israelpalestinenews.org/jewish-congress-launches-campaign-against-antisemitism-aka-support-for-palestinian-rights/
https://eurojewcong.org/ejc-in-action/events-meetings/ejc-president-moshe-kantor-the-creation-of-the-state-of-israel-is-the-greatest-achievement-of-diaspora-jewry-in-europe-and-the-world/
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https://www.amazon.com/Godfather-Kremlin-Decline-Gangster-Capitalism/dp/0156013304
https://web.archive.org/web/20191031054544/https:/rucriminal.info/en/dosje/8
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/profiles/boris-berezovsky-the-first-oligarch-425723.html
https://israelpalestinenews.org/iak-investigation-international-campaign-is-criminalizing-criticism-of-israel-as-antisemitism/
https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/david-cronin/tony-blair-recruited-cheerleader-israels-crimes
https://israelpalestinenews.org/world-jewish-congress-billionaires-oligarchs-global-influencers-for-israel/
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/Dr-Moshe-Kantor-brings-world-leaders-to-Yad-Vashem-to-fight-antisemitism-614285
https://bdsmovement.net/what-is-bds
https://israelpalestinenews.org/human-rights-reports-on-israel-palestine-regularly-updated/
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/272696
https://israelpalestinenews.org/human-rights-reports-on-israel-palestine-regularly-updated/
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‘Global Pandemic’ 

Kantor recently said that antisemitism is now a “global 

pandemic” and that the “crisis of antisemitism is a 

slippery slope to global catastrophe.” He warns that Jews 

could “disappear completely as a people from Europe,” 

and raises the alarm about what he describes as “mass 

killing at synagogues.” 

Media reports on the new EJC campaign similarly 

emphasize recent tragic attacks on Jews, and reference 

the assaults in the cities of Monsey, Jersey 

City, Halle, Poway, and Pittsburgh. 

These terrifying attacks reportedly killed a combined 

total of 14 Jews. 

News reports on the alleged perpetrators of the assaults, 

who were of diverse races, indicate a variety of 

motivations. One attacker said he had been inspired by a 

2019 assault on two New Zealand mosques that 

had killed 51 Muslims. 

Previous fatal shootings have also occurred at other 

religious sites. The largest number of fatalities in the US 

may have been at a Christian church, where 26 

worshipers were killed in 2017. 

While Kantor and the EJC claim the existence of massive 

antisemitism, Jewish Americans are reportedly 

the wealthiest group in the US, and this also appears to 

be the case for Jews worldwide. 

Meanwhile, Israeli forces have killed almost 10,000 

Palestinian men, women, and children since 2000 and 

injured tens of thousands; Palestinian resistance forces 

have killed approximately 1,200 Israelis (details here). 

Such disproportion is not new. 

Twenty-five years ago, an Israeli author wrote: “In the 

last 40 years the number of non-Jews killed by Jews is by 

far greater than the number of the Jews killed by non-

Jews.” 

Many Jews around the world, including in Israel itself, 

have long strenuously opposed Israeli violence. 

According to Kantor and his cohort, these individuals are 

also “antisemitic.” 

The bodies of five 

children from the same 

family killed in an Israeli 

air strike on 14 

November 2019 lie in a 

hospital ward in Gaza 

(information on Gaza 

is here)  

Fifth World Holocaust Forum 

The new campaign comes just before the Fifth World 

Holocaust Forum to be held in Israel tomorrow,  January 

23rd, co-sponsored by the president of Israel. The 

forums are another one of Kantor’s many projects. 

Over 45 heads of state and world leaders have said they 

plan to attend the event, including the presidents of 

France, Germany, Italy, Austria, Russia, the kings of 

Spain and Belgium, and Britain’s Prince Charles. Vice-

president Mike Pence and Speaker of the House, Nancy 

Pelosi, will also attend. [Her Congressional delegation 

includes Eliot Engel (D-NY), Debbie Wasserman Schulz 

(D-FL), Ted Deutch (D-FL), Nita Lowey (D-NY), Brad 

Schneider (D-IL) and Joe Wilson (R-SC). 

The event is being held at Yad Vashem, Israel’s holocaust 

complex, a vast, sprawling institution with dozens of 

Israeli flags and tree-studded walkways leading to 

exhibits, archives, monuments, sculptures, and 

memorials. 

The event website proclaims that the Holocaust is “the 

most horrific tragedy in human history” and states that 

“a new wave of antisemitism unseen since World War II 

poses an existential threat to European Jewry.” 

According to the Jerusalem Post, among the forum’s 

features will be speeches by select heads of state, a 

Holocaust survivor, video clips, and “musical interludes 

performed by an orchestra and an international choir.” 

The event will be live streamed and conclude with the 

Israeli national anthem. 

Yad Vashem is in Jerusalem where there is evidence all 

around – for any with eyes to see – of 

another genocidal program, one that has been going on 

since the one commemorated by Yad Vashem ended. 

An historian calls this one the “Palestinian 

holocaust” and describes it: a land was “occupied, 

emptied of its people, its physical and cultural landmarks 

obliterated, its destruction 

hailed as a miraculous act 

of God, all done according 

to a premeditated plan, 

meticulously executed, 

internationally supported, 

and still maintained 

today…” 

Palestinians forced out in 1948 during Israel’s founding 

war. 

Yad Vashem overlooks one of the obliterated landmarks 

emptied of its people: an almost empty field where the 

Palestinian village of Deir Yassin once stood. 

On April 9, 1948 Zionist forces systematically 

exterminated 110 men, women, and children as part of a 

plan to rid Palestine of its Muslim and Christian 

population in order to make way for the Jewish state. 

This was one of 16 such Zionist massacres that took 

place before the official start of Israel’s founding 

war of ethnic cleansing, and over a month before a single 

Arab Army joined the conflict. In contrast to Yad 

Vashem’s monuments and memorials, Deir Yassin has no 

marker. 

More recent evidence of the ongoing oppression can be 

found in the Issawiya neighborhood of Jerusalem, where 

heavily armed Israeli police have raided over 500 

Palestinian homes and arrested more than 700 residents 

since May, apprehending children as young as five. 

Israeli forces shot dead a 21-year-old at close range and 

have injured over 300 people of all ages. Soldiers beat 

and humiliate residents at will. One resident says the 

area “has turned into a ghetto.” (Another such ghetto 

is Gaza, where Israeli forces yesterday killed three young 

men who had reportedly temporarily escaped from their 

prison.) 
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https://youtu.be/fMHSdnRZoLc
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Not far from Issawiyah is Israel’s mammoth apartheid 

wall, confiscating additional Palestinian land and helping 

to imprison over two million people. In 2002 Israeli 

media reported that Israeli generals were studying how 

the German army fought in the Warsaw ghetto for use in 

Israel’s next campaign against Palestinians. 

The Holocaust Forum program states that the world 

leaders “will be invited to lay a wreath at the base of the 

Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Monument created by world-

renowned Jewish sculptor and artist Nathan Rappaport.” 

Perhaps some of the world leaders could also visit the 

unmarked site of Deir Yassin, and lay a wreath on one of 

its crumbling graves. And then go to Israel’s wall and 

echo a famous demand from a previous head of state: 

“Tear down this wall.” 

And maybe a future social media campaign could focus 

on ending all genocides, injustice, and oppression. 

 
If you found this information valuable, please donate so 

that we can continue our work. 

 
Alison Weir is executive director of If Americans Knew, 

president of the Council for the National Interest, and 

author of Against Our Better Judgment: The Hidden 

History of How the U.S. Was Used to Create Israel. 

 
A live stream of today’s event is here: 

A video of yesterday’s dinner at President Rivlin’s 

residence is here and 

eventually will be here (it is 

uploading). A screenshot 

from it is below: 

Speaker of the House Nancy 

Pelosi with Israeli President 

Reuven Rivlin at state dinner 

at the presidential residence on Jan 22, 2020. Screenshot 

from live feed of event. 

UPDATES: 

* In an interview with the Jerusalem Post during the 

event, Kantor said that antisemitism in the US was his 

highest concern. He said he was particularly worried 

about “antisemitism” in the US because, he said, the 

majority of antisemitic incidents there take place on 

college campuses. 

* The vice president of the Board of Deputies of British 

Jews, Amanda Bowman, demanded an apology after 

BBC’s Orlan Guerin included a brief mention of Israel’s 

militarism during her report on the event. Gideon Falter, 

chief executive of the group Campaign Against 

Antisemitism, says he also plans to make an official 

complaint. The BBC says it stands by Guerin. Below is 

the clip: 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

RELATED: 

*International campaign is criminalizing criticism of 

Israel as ‘antisemitism’ 

*World Jewish Congress: Billionaires, Oligarchs, Global 

Influencers for Israel 

*Trump Executive Order on “Antisemitism” Combats 

Criticism of Israel 

*Anti-Semitism Envoy Elan Carr puts Israel (not Jews) 

front and center 

*Exposed! How Britain’s Anti-Semitism scaremongers 

operate 

*ADL data on increase of incidents disputed 

*WATCH: Schumer, Pelosi, & Israeli billionaire Haim 

Saban at 2018 conference 

------------------------------------------------------------ 
* https://israelpalestinenews.org/the-oligarch-

behind-todays-world-holocaust-forum-attended-
by-presidents-and-kings/  

__________________________________________________  

German reporter blames Israel for misusing Holocaust remembrance 

Jewish leader terms commentary a boost for right-wing extremists 
By BENJAMIN WEINTHAL   JANUARY 24, 2020 02:59

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 

says farewell to Russian President 

Vladimir Putin  

(photo credit: AMOS BEN-

GERSHOM/GPO) 

 

A German journalist for the 

publically-funded broadcaster ARD is under fire for 

writing a commentary that will be welcomed by right-

wing extremists, because it condemns the behavior of 

Israel and Russia as unworthy during the remembrance 

of the liberation of Auschwitz, a prominent German 

Jewish leader alleged. 

The commentary of the journalist, Sabine Müller, on 

Thursday triggered outrage on social media. The German 

Green Party’s member of the European Parliament 

Sergey Lagodinsky wrote on Twitter: “Not serious… 

Incredible chutzpah. There is so much weirdness in this 

commentary.” 

Ran Ronen, a member of the executive committee of the 

nearly 100,000-member Central Council of Jews in 

Germany, tweeted: “Ms. Sabine Müller, who talks about 

party and unworthy behavior from Israel, crosses every 

line of reason and morality.” 

He added that the commentary falls into the sector of 

right-wing extremism, noting with apparent sarcasm that 

“Right-wing radicals should complain again that they 

have no friendly media.”  

The Bild journalist Filipp Piatov termed Müller’s 

commentary “bad style” and as someone who has 

forgotten her history. 

Müller wrote that “What was unworthy, however, was 

how Israel and Russia partially seized this 

commemoration day. How they celebrated their own 

political and memorial private party before the official 

event – with new verbal attacks against Poland and 

demonstratively lengthy bilateral talks between Prime 

https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/Israel-Apartheid-Wall-Stands-15-yrs-UN-Deemed-it-Illegal-20190709-0032.html
https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/Israel-Apartheid-Wall-Stands-15-yrs-UN-Deemed-it-Illegal-20190709-0032.html
https://www.haaretz.com/1.5336833
https://web.archive.org/web/20180416220149/https:/www.haaretz.com/1.5336833
https://www.yadvashem.org/holocaust-forum-2020/program.html
https://ifamericansknew.org/about_us/donate.html
http://ifamericansknew.org/
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http://www.amazon.com/Against-Our-Better-Judgment-History/dp/149591092X?&linkCode=wey&tag=ifamericankne-20
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https://www.facebook.com/IsraelinSpain/videos/489698691714093/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/E2Rlomuts43M/
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Kantor-US-most-worrying-country-for-resurgent-antisemitism-at-present-615102
https://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/bbc-orla-guerin-yad-vashem/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/iak-investigation-international-campaign-is-criminalizing-criticism-of-israel-as-antisemitism/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/iak-investigation-international-campaign-is-criminalizing-criticism-of-israel-as-antisemitism/
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https://israelpalestinenews.org/trump-executive-order-on-antisemitism-combats-criticism-of-israel/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/trump-executive-order-on-antisemitism-combats-criticism-of-israel/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/elan-carr-anti-semitism-envoy-sharp-right-turn/
https://israelpalestinenews.org/elan-carr-anti-semitism-envoy-sharp-right-turn/
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Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and [Russian] President 

Vladimir Putin.” 

In contrast to her criticism of the “egoism” of Netanyahu 

and Putin, she wrote that Steinmeier “lived up to the 

expectations of the first speech by a German head of 

state in Yad Vashem and, as a representative of the 

country of the perpetrators, delivered an impressively 

sensitive and clear speech – in English, mind you. A 

speech about German guilt and responsibility.” 

Müller omitted the criticism that Steinmeier has faced in 

the German media for contributing to making 

antisemitism respectable, according to the Bild paper. In 

February 2019, Steinmeier sent a congratulatory 

telegram to Iran's mullah regime in honor of the 40th 

anniversary of the Islamic revolution in the name of 

federal republic's citizens.  

He wrote “Congratulations on the occasion of the national 

holiday, also in the name of my compatriots." 

The head of the Anti-Defamation League Jonathan 

Greenblatt, who testified last week in the US Congress on 

combating Jew-hatred, said at the hearing that Iran’s 

regime is the leading state-sponsor of antisemitism and 

Holocaust denial. 

Rabbi Abraham Cooper, the associate dean of the Simon 

Wiesenthal Center, told The Jerusalem Post at the time 

that it "condemns German president’s congratulations to 

the most dangerous regime in the world, who are 

religious bigots, who hang Gays, and threaten genocide 

against Israel – home to the largest Jewish community in 

the world. When will he condemn their Holocaust denial?" 

Müller wrote the memorial in Yad Vashem was “a missed 

chance in the fight against antisemitism.” 

She also took the governments of Russia and Israel to 

task for “How they mercilessly covered the inauguration 

of a memorial commemorating the siege of Leningrad.” 

ARD did not immediately respond to a Post press query. 

*https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/Germa
n-reporter-blames-Israel-for-misusing-Holocaust-
remembrance-615200  

 

_____________________________________________________  

 
Werner Heisenberg:   

Germany’s Maligned Scientific Genius 
John Wear, 2020-01-26 

German physicist Werner Heisenberg (1901-1976) 

is widely regarded as one of the greatest physicists 

in world history.[1] His contributions were crucial 

to the development of quantum physics during the 

first half of the 20th Century. Unfortunately, 

Heisenberg’s reputation has been assailed because 

he worked on Germany’s atomic-bomb project 

during World War II. This article shows that 

Heisenberg’s slighted reputation is not justified, 

and that he risked his life in an effort to prevent 

the use of atomic bombs during the war.    

Scientific Genius 

Werner Heisenberg’s scientific genius was apparent 

at an early age. Heisenberg’s physics professor at 

the University of Munich, Arnold Sommerfeld, 

regarded Heisenberg as a brilliant student. 

Sommerfeld paid 20-year-old Heisenberg’s 

expenses to travel with him to Göttingen in June 

1922 to attend seven lectures by Danish physicist 

Niels Bohr. Although it was an unspoken rule that 

students do not contradict professors in public, 

Heisenberg strongly challenged Bohr’s calculations 

after one of Bohr’s lectures. The surprised Bohr 

invited Heisenberg for a long walk after the lecture 

to get to know Heisenberg.[2] Thus began a close 

collaboration and friendship that became central to 

progress in quantum physics.[3]  

Heisenberg moved to Göttingen in October 1922 to 

work as Max Born’s physics assistant. Born wrote a 

letter to Sommerfeld describing Heisenberg as a 

person of “exceptional talent, modest ways, zeal, 

enthusiasm, and good humor.” Born later described 

Heisenberg in a letter to Bohr as “a young boy of 

rare charm and genius.”[4] 

Heisenberg moved to Copenhagen in 1924 to work 

with Niels Bohr and his group of outstanding 

physicists. Physicist Victor Weisskopf wrote about 

Heisenberg: 

Heisenberg had a special intuitive way of getting to 

the essential point. This, together with an 

incredible force of persistence and determination, 

made him the most prolific and successful physicist 

of the recent past. Whenever important problems 

turned up in the subsequent development of 

quantum mechanics, more often than not, it was 

Heisenberg who found the solution. He pointed to 

the direction of further developments by inventing 

new ways of looking at the situation. Apart from his 

fundamental contributions to the formulation of the 

quantum mechanics of the atom, he was able to 

decipher the helium spectrum that had puzzled the 

https://www.jpost.com/Tags/holocaust
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/German-reporter-blames-Israel-for-misusing-Holocaust-remembrance-615200
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/German-reporter-blames-Israel-for-misusing-Holocaust-remembrance-615200
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/German-reporter-blames-Israel-for-misusing-Holocaust-remembrance-615200
https://www.inconvenienthistory.com/columnists/2873
https://www.inconvenienthistory.com/12/1/7113#_edn1
https://www.inconvenienthistory.com/12/1/7113#_edn2
https://www.inconvenienthistory.com/12/1/7113#_edn3
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physicists for decades; he explained the magnetism 

of iron and similar metals; he paved the way to get 

a profound description of nuclear structure by 

considering the proton and the neutron as two 

states of the same basic particle. These are only a 

few of his outstanding contributions.[5] 

Heisenberg’s best-known contribution to physics is 

the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. This principle 

states that one cannot simultaneously measure 

with absolute precision both the position and the 

momentum of an electron at any given instant. 

Heisenberg stated in his paper, published on March 

22, 1927: “The more precisely we determine the 

position, the more imprecise is the determination of 

momentum in this instant, and vice versa.” This 

discovery helped Heisenberg win the 1932 Nobel 

Prize in Physics.[6] 

Physics Professor 

Heisenberg was appointed head of theoretical 

physics at Leipzig University in October 1927. On 

delivery of his inaugural lecture before the Leipzig 

faculty on February 1, 1928, Heisenberg became 

Germany’s youngest full professor at Age 26.[7] 

Heisenberg’s genius and reputation attracted a 

talented group of doctoral students and research 

associates to Leipzig. Edward Teller, who earned 

his doctorate in physics under Heisenberg’s 

tutelage, described Heisenberg as an excellent 

teacher who was kind to everyone. Teller wrote 

that openness and sharing characterized 

Heisenberg’s physics group; nationality, religion 

and political opinion had no effect on one’s 

welcome.[8]      

Many physicists left Heisenberg’s group when Adolf 

Hitler passed a law in April 1933 preventing Jews 

from holding jobs as civil servants. This law caused 

well over a thousand Jews in academic posts to 

begin looking for positions abroad.[9] Heisenberg 

strongly opposed the forced expulsion of Jewish 

scientists and despaired that he could do nothing to 

prevent it. Heisenberg wrote to physicist James 

Franck in early 1934: “I fear that a long time will 

pass before such a time of scientific enthusiasm will 

be possible once again in Germany. But I want to 

hold out here.”[10] Heisenberg was committed to 

doing everything in his power to help German 

science. 

Heisenberg also defended himself and theoretical 

physicists against attacks from German 

experimental physicists. The July 15, 1937 issue of 

the SS Das Schwarze Korps published an article by 

German experimental physicist Johannes Stark 

attacking Heisenberg as a “white Jew” who must be 

“eliminated just as the Jews themselves.” 

Heisenberg wrote a letter directly to Heinrich 

Himmler requesting protection from such 

threatening attacks. Heisenberg’s mother Annie, 

who was acquainted with Himmler’s mother, visited 

Mrs. Himmler to have her deliver Heisenberg’s 

letter directly to Heinrich Himmler.[11] 

Heisenberg wrote a point-by-point rebuttal of 

Stark’s charges in response to a letter from 

Himmler. Himmler then set in motion an intensive 

SS investigation that lasted more than eight 

months. Heisenberg made several trips to Berlin to 

defend his case, and on at least one trip he was 

interrogated in the basement chambers of the SS 

headquarters. Fortunately, the SS investigators 

assigned to Heisenberg’s investigation had some 

training in physics, and they correctly described 

Heisenberg as an apolitical academic who was of 

great value to German physics. Himmler on July 

21, 1938 sent an official letter to Heisenberg 

stating: “I do not approve of the attack of Das 

Schwarze Korps in its article, and I have proscribed 

any further attack against you.” Heisenberg was 

exonerated and free to work in Germany.[12] 

Physicists knew that building an atomic bomb was 

at least theoretically possible in January 1939, 

when they realized the uranium atom had been 

split when bombarded with neutrons. American 

physicists feared that Germany might build an 

atomic bomb before them. Heisenberg’s physicist 

friends offered him several job opportunities in 

America when Heisenberg visited the United States 

in the summer of 1939. Heisenberg refused them 

all. He said he had a loyalty to his students and 

wanted to help rebuild German science after the 

war.     Heisenberg did not know that his friends 

would consider him an enemy once the war 

started.[13]    

Heisenberg’s Atomic-Bomb Work 

 Heisenberg’s atomic-bomb research began on 

September 26, 1939, when he was conscripted to 

join the War Office’s Nuclear Physics Research 

Group. Heisenberg initially thought that only 

fissionable U-235 could be used to build an atomic 

bomb. The separation of U-235 from uranium (U-

238) was an enormously complex and expensive 

undertaking because of the slight variation in 

weight of U-235 versus U-238. Niels Bohr stated in 

1939 that the whole of the United States would 

have to be transformed into a factory in order to 

achieve enough fissionable U-235 for an atomic 

bomb.[14] 

Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, Heisenberg’s close 

friend and former student, discovered the new 

element plutonium. Weizsäcker and Heisenberg 

realized that plutonium was chemically separable 

from uranium, and that plutonium could be used as 

fissionable material in an atomic bomb. Since 

plutonium could be produced in a nuclear reactor, 

they knew construction of an atomic bomb was now 

feasible.[15] 

German physicists decided to have Heisenberg 

travel to Copenhagen in September 1941 to talk in 

secret with Niels Bohr. Heisenberg had hoped that 

he could obtain Bohr’s help in reaching an 

international agreement among physicists not to 

build an atomic bomb during the war. Bohr did not 
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want to pursue Heisenberg’s suggestion, and 

apparently did not trust Heisenberg’s motives. 

Germany had driven many of its leading scientists 

into exile before the war, and it seemed to Bohr 

that Heisenberg was seeking to negate this Allied 

advantage in the development of atomic 

bombs.[16] 

Elisabeth Heisenberg wrote about her husband’s 

trip to see Niels Bohr: 

So what was Heisenberg’s ultimate concern during 

these discussions with Bohr? The truth was that 

Heisenberg saw himself confronted with the spectre 

of the atomic bomb, and he wanted to signal to 

Bohr that Germany neither would nor could build a 

bomb. That was his central motive. He hoped that 

the Americans, if Bohr could tell them this, would 

perhaps abandon their own incredibly expensive 

development. Yes, secretly he even hoped that his 

message could prevent the use of an atomic bomb 

on Germany one day. He was constantly tortured 

by this idea.[17] 

An important point concerning Heisenberg’s 

meeting with Bohr is that Heisenberg had no official 

authority to tell Bohr anything about the German 

atomic-bomb project. Heisenberg had committed 

an act of treason by attempting to obtain an 

international agreement among physicists not to 

build an atomic bomb during the war. Heisenberg 

had courageously risked his life by so talking to 

Bohr.[18] 

In a meeting on June 4, 1942, Heisenberg and 

other nuclear scientists told Albert Speer that 

Germany did not have the resources to construct 

an atomic bomb during the war. Germany focused 

only on building a nuclear reactor, and this project 

enabled many German scientists to avoid military 

service on the Eastern Front. Heisenberg had 

guided Germany’s atomic-bomb program into a 

small, poorly funded project that posed no threat to 

anyone.[19]        

Target: Heisenberg 

Werner Heisenberg was considered by many to be 

the world’s greatest practicing physicist at the start 

of World War II. It was universally believed 

Heisenberg was the one German with the genius to 

build an atomic bomb. British physicist James 

Chadwick told American officials that he considered 

Heisenberg “the most dangerous possible German 

in the field because of his brain power…” Robert 

Oppenheimer told a young intelligence officer that 

“the position of Heisenberg in German physics is 

essentially unique. If we were undertaking [a bomb 

project] in Germany, we would make desperate 

efforts to have Heisenberg as a collaborator.”[20] 

With so much fear of Heisenberg’s brain, it was 

inevitable that the Allies would attempt to solve the 

problem by getting Heisenberg out of the way. 

British and American bombers intentionally 

targeted buildings in Berlin where Heisenberg and 

other scientists were thought to be working. These 

Allied bombings were made primarily to kill the 

German scientists involved in the atomic-bomb 

project. German scientists were forced to move 

their operations outside the city of Berlin as a 

result of these bombings.[21] 

American physicists also proposed illegal means of 

eliminating Heisenberg. Upon learning that 

Heisenberg was visiting neutral Switzerland in 

December 1942 to give lectures on S-matrix 

theory, Victor Weisskopf wrote a three-page letter 

to Robert Oppenheimer proposing a plan to kidnap 

Heisenberg in Switzerland. This kidnapping plan 

was discussed and supported by Hans Bethe, 

Samuel Goudsmit, Edward Teller, Leo Szilard and 

Eugene Wigner. Oppenheimer replied thanking 

Weisskopf for his “interesting letter,” saying he 

already knew the central facts and had passed 

them on to “the proper authorities.” These Jewish 

physicists did not care that kidnapping Heisenberg 

in neutral Switzerland was against international 

law, nor did they scruple to conspire against their 

former colleague and mentor.[22]    

Heisenberg’s kidnapping was not attempted, but 

American military intelligence devised a plan to 

possibly murder Heisenberg when he visited neutral 

Switzerland in December 1944. OSS agent Moe 

Berg was assigned to attend Heisenberg’s lecture 

on S-matrix theory. Berg had been drilled in 

physics and understood German. If anything 

Heisenberg said convinced Berg that Germany was 

close to building an atomic bomb, Berg’s 

assignment was to kill Heisenberg with a gun Berg 

had been issued in Washington.[23] 

Berg wrote during Heisenberg’s lecture: “As I 

listen, I am uncertain—see: Heisenberg’s 

uncertainty principle—what to do to H…discussing 

math while Rome burns—if they knew what I’m 

thinking.” Fortunately, Berg did nothing. 

Heisenberg in his lecture and during a party 

afterwards gave no indication that Germany was 

close to building an atomic bomb. Berg correctly 

concluded in his report to Washington that there 

would be no German atomic bomb.[24] 

Heisenberg had been unaware of the potential 

kidnapping and murder plans against him. While 

interned after the war along with nine other 

German scientists in Farm Hall in Great Britain, 

Heisenberg referred to Robert Oppenheimer as a 

person who means well.[25] Heisenberg did not 

know that Oppenheimer and other American 

physicists had wanted to illegally kidnap him in 

neutral Switzerland during the war.          

Heisenberg’s Wartime Accomplishments 

Almost alone among the great physicists of the 

world, Werner Heisenberg continued to do 

important theoretical research during World War II. 

Heisenberg wrote several scientific papers and a 

book titled Vorträge über Kosmische Strahlung that 

was published in 1943.[26] 
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Heisenberg traveled to the Netherlands in October 

1943 to help Dutch physicists. Heisenberg gave six 

talks in as many cities and reopened scientific 

exchanges with numerous colleagues. More 

important, Heisenberg quashed a German order to 

ship Dutch scientific equipment to Germany, 

reopened the physics laboratory at the University 

of Leiden, and eased travel restrictions that had 

trapped Dutch colleagues. Hans Kramers wrote to 

Heisenberg “to tell you once more how happy your 

visit has made me, stimulating again old ideals.” 

Kramers was not the only Dutch physicist to 

express such gratitude.[27]            

Heisenberg also prevented Niels Bohr’s institute in 

Copenhagen from being confiscated by the German 

government. After Niels Bohr had escaped to 

Sweden, a detachment of German military police 

seized Bohr’s institute in December 1943. 

Heisenberg spent three days in Copenhagen in 

January 1944 with German officials and persuaded 

them to return Bohr’s institute to Danish control. 

Heisenberg demonstrated how difficult it would be 

to dismantle the complex equipment in the institute 

for shipment to Germany. He also proved to 

German officials that none of the institute’s work 

involved secret war research. Based on 

Heisenberg’s recommendations, the institute was 

returned to Danish control “without official 

conditions,” and a physicist who had been 

imprisoned was released from jail.[28] 

Heisenberg prevented Polish physicist Edwin Gora 

from being sent to German concentration camps 

while also enabling him to complete his Ph.D. 

thesis. Gora wrote after Heisenberg’s death: 

I contacted Heisenberg, who promptly invited me 

to come to Leipzig. There he made arrangements 

for me to register as a foreign student, and to get a 

part time job as a streetcar conductor. As such, I 

got a foreign laborers’ permit to stay in Germany. 

This arrangement worked during 1940, and I could 

attend classes regularly including Heisenberg’s 

lectures on relativity. In early 1941, I was picked 

up by the Gestapo, but later released, so far as I 

know, thanks to Heisenberg’s intervention. 

Authorities in my hometown had classified me as a 

“deutschfeindlicher Pole” (a Pole hostile to 

Germany), which normally would have implied a 

concentration camp and poor chances for survival. 

After this, I was no longer permitted to enter 

Institute premises, but Heisenberg made 

arrangements to see me privately, and to keep me 

supplied with all the materials needed to complete 

my thesis, which was eventually published without 

Institute address…[29] 

Heisenberg also helped save the life of a German 

man after Allied bombing in Berlin on March 1, 

1943. A young woman who had been calling for 

help told Heisenberg that her old father was still up 

in the attic fighting a losing battle against the 

flames. Since the stairway had collapsed, she did 

not know how her father could be brought down. 

Heisenberg scaled the walls to the roof, and 

managed to get the old man down along the same 

route he had clambered up.[30]                        

Conclusion 

A faint hope that the world’s physicists might 

conspire not to build atomic bombs during the war 

brought Werner Heisenberg to visit Niels Bohr in 

Copenhagen. Under the stress of war, the two 

great physicists could not communicate. They 

eventually decided after the war not to discuss 

what was said during Heisenberg’s visit to 

Copenhagen. The friendship of Werner Heisenberg 

and Niels Bohr, once so close and fruitful, was 

never fully revived. They maintained a polite and 

cordial relationship, but their close bond of 

friendship ended after World War II. 

Despite Heisenberg’s noble actions during World 

War II, many physicists shunned Heisenberg after 

the war because he had worked for Adolf Hitler. As 

American physicist John Wheeler wrote, 

“Heisenberg died in 1976 at the age of 74, with 

fewer friends than he deserved.”[31] 
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75 years after the Soviet Red Army overran the infamous Auschwitz Camp, Castle Hill Publishers 

releases a book that may explain why Auschwitz happened in the first place: 

 

T. Dalton: Eternal Strangers (paperback, PDF, ePub, 

Kindle)  

This book reveals what prominent critics said about the Jews throughout 

many centuries: they were seen as conniving, shifty liars who are socially 

disruptive and rebellious; as ruthless exploiters and parasites -- the list goes 

on. The persistence of such comments is remarkable and strongly suggests 

that there is a common cause for such animosity. The author's suggestion 

on how the problem should be tackled also reminds us of the dark places in 

our souls. 

Learn more... 

186 pp., 

£12/$15  

 

 

 

Castle Hill Publishers | CastleHillPublishers@comcast.net |  https://shop.codoh.com 

 

 

 

 

Time once again to remember what the 'Holocaust' is really for 

To give a free pass to Jewish supremacy everywhere in the world! 
By Carolyn Yeager 

ON MONDAY, JANUARY 27, THE MEDIA WILL ONCE 
AGAIN play up the United Nations-created 
"International Day of Commemoration in Memory 
of the Victims of the Holocaust", commonly known 
as Holocaust Remembrance Day. This will be only 
the 15th anniversary of this commemoration, but 

the 75th anniversary of what it specifically 
commemorates – the day the Auschwitz-Birkenau 

concentration camp was "liberated" by the Soviet 
Red Army.  
I heartily encourage you to go to jan27.org 
beginning on Thursday the 23rd to see the new 
articles presented there "in Honor of the 
Revisionists Who Introduced Sanity to the 

Auschwitz 'Death Camp' Narrative." Support 
Revisionism! There are innumerable reasons why it 
is in your own interests to do so. For example:   

_____________________________________________________  
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'I hope there is a special welcome in hell for evil Holocaust deniers'

By Rachael Bletchly, 21:56, 25 JAN 

2020 

Tomorrow morning I will walk through 

the gates of hell – into the heart of the 

Nazi death camp Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

I’m going to Poland for the 75th -

anniversary of the camp’s 

liberation as 1,000 frail but 

determined survivors gather to 

bear witness to evil. 

A doctor helps a group of 

survivors at the entrance to the 

newly-liberated Auschwitz 

concentration camp in January 1945 

And I will be honoured to stand beside them as they 

make what could be their final pilgrimage. 

Because I’ve been privileged to meet and interview 

several Holocaust survivors over the years. 

And each of them has dedicated their lives to educating 

future generations about 

the horrors of Hitler’s 

“final solution”. 

Like Helga Weiss who, 

survived four death 

camps including 

Auschwitz. 

Children behind a barbed wire fence at the Nazi 

concentration camp at Auschwitz (Image: Getty)  

In 2013, aged 84, she told me: “I am one of the lucky 

ones. Luck or fate, or a miracle meant I survived. 

“Now I get invited to visit schools to talk about myself. 

It’s not a pleasure. It can wreck you physically and -

psychologically. Because when I talk I relive it and it’s 

still just as vivid. But it’s my duty to warn the new 

generations, ‘This could happen again.’” 

Tragically, some in the world appear no longer to be 

heeding the warnings of survivors like Helga. 

For anti-semitism has become a global virus while 

Holocaust denial is spreading and poisoning minds. 

A recent poll revealed one in 20 British adults do not 

believe the Holocaust happened, while eight per cent 

claim the scale of genocide was exaggerated. 

One in three people know little or nothing about the 

mass extermination of more than six million Jews. Five 

per cent didn’t know what the term Holocaust referred 

to. 

I recently met a woman of 20 whose Polish parents come 

from Krakow, just 70 miles from Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

She had never even heard of the place and just looked 

blank when I tried to explain gas chambers, furnaces and 

the systematic murder of 1.1 million innocent souls that 

happened there. 

But at least she hadn’t already learned it was “a hoax” 

from one of the liars, deniers or neo-Nazis infecting 

social media – now the greatest propaganda machine in 

history.  

Prince Charles, speaking in Israel this week, called the 

Holocaust’s lessons “searingly relevant to this day”. 

He added: “Hatred and intolerance still lurk in the human 

heart, still tell new lies, still adopt new disguises.” 

Like the far-right extremists who’ve begun visiting -

former concentration camps in order to disrupt guided 

tours, distort facts and film themselves causing trouble. 

I hope there is a special welcome in hell for these evil 

Holocaust deniers. 

*https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/rachael-

bletchley-one-20-british-21359398 

Related Article: 

*'I was sent to Auschwitz on my wedding day - the Nazis 

even took my ring' 

_________________________________________________  
Mayor of Wuhan, epicenter of coronavirus outbreak,  

says 5 million people left the city before travel restrictions were imposed 

By QuentinFottrell  Personal Finance 

Editor, Jan 26, 2020 2:24 p.m. ET, AP  

A third U.S. coronavirus case was 

confirmed Saturday. The patient was in 

hospital in Orange County and had 

recently returned from Wuhan 

As a third case of the coronavirus was confirmed in the 

U.S. on Saturday, the mayor of Wuhan warned that the 

world should expect infections to keep climbing. 

On Sunday, Zhou Xianwang, the Mayor of Wuhan, said 

that 5 million people had left the city before travel 

restrictions were imposed ahead of the Chinese New 

Year. He said he expected at least 1,000 of some 3,000 

suspected cases to be diagnosed with the highly-

contagious virus.  

Ma Xiaowei, the director of China’s National Health 

Commission, said that the virus had an incubation period 

of 10 to 14 days, during which the virus can be 

contagious but the patients does not display symptoms. 

That would mark a major difference between the 

coronavirus and SARS. 

“From observations, the virus is capable of transmission 

even during incubation period,” Ma told a news 

conference, according to a report in the South China 

Morning Post. “Some patients have normal temperatures 

and there are many milder cases. There are hidden 

carriers.” 

The pneumonia-causing illness that infects the 

respiratory tract is now responsible for at least 56 deaths 

in Central China, with 29 new fatalities as of Saturday, 
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and more than 1,975 cases, with approximately 1,000 

new cases identified by Chinese health officials.  

In an effort to ensure that people displaying symptoms 

come forward, Xiaowei said that the patients would not 

have to foot the bill of any medical costs.The virus is 

believed to have originated in Wuhan, likely at a food 

market; the youngest person to die of the illness was a 

nine-month-old baby girl. 

There have also been three confirmed cases in the U.S., 

health officials in the U.S. said. The latest case, 

confirmed Saturday, was in Orange County; the person 

had recently visited Wuhan, and was in good condition. 

The gender and age of the person were not disclosed. 

The first confirmed case in the U.S. was in the Seattle 

area; a man in his 30s who had also returned from a 

recent trip to Wuhan, was in good condition in a hospital 

in Everett, Wash. The second U.S. patient is a female 

Chicago resident in her 60s, who returned from a visit to 

Wuhan on Jan. 13. 

The trade association of Chinese travel agencies also said 

that it would suspend overseas tour groups and 

flight/hotel vacation packages for Chinese citizens, 

effective Monday. The outbreak spread rapidly over the 

last seven days.  

The new virus has also infected people in Hong Kong, 

Australia, Malaysia, Thailand, France, Japan, Taiwan, 

Vietnam, Singapore, South Korea, Macao and Nepal. The 

U.S. State Department ordered the evacuation of all U.S. 

personnel at the Consulate in Wuhan. 

The spread of the virus was likely helped by travel 

related to China’s Lunar New Year holiday, which began 

Friday. This week, officials in Wuhan, a city with 11 

million residents, closed the area’s outgoing airport and 

railway stations, and suspended all public transport.  

Chinese officials have since expanded that travel ban to 

16 surrounding cities with a combined population of more 

than 50 million people, including Huanggang, a 

neighboring city to Wuhan with 7.5 million people, 

effectively putting those cities on lockdown.  

Hong Kong’s city leader Carrie Lam declared a state of 

emergency and said all primary and secondary schools 

would close until Feb. 17, two more weeks in addition to 

next week’s Lunar New Year holiday, the Associated 

Press reported. 

The city’s marathon scheduled for Feb. 9, which typically 

attracts 70,000 participants, was also cancelled. Most of 

the cornavirus fatalities were older patients, although a 

36-year-old man in Hubei died earlier this week, it 

added. Several major theme parks have also been 

shuttered. 

 

Also see: China locks down 17 cities as number of 

confirmed coronavirus infections soars  

Recommended: This is how the illness has spread across 

the world so rapidly  

* https://www.marketwatch.com/story/mayor-of-

wuhan-epicenter-of-coronavirus-outbreak-says-5-million-

people-left-the-city-before-travel-restrictions-were-

imposed-2020-01-26  

------------------------------------------------- 

Event 201 Johns Hopkins Center 
The Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security in 

partnership with the World Economic Forum and the Bill 

and Melinda Gates Foundation hosted Event 201, a high-

level pandemic exercise on October 18, 2019, in New 

York, NY. The exercise illustrated areas where 

public/private partnerships will be necessary during the 

response to a severe pandemic in order to diminish large-

scale economic and societal consequences. 

 
Statement about nCoV and our pandemic exercise 

In recent years, the world has seen a growing number of 

epidemic events, amounting to approximately 200 events 

annually. These events are increasing, and they are 

disruptive to health, economies, and society. Managing 

these events already strains global capacity, even absent 

a pandemic threat. Experts agree that it is only a matter 

of time before one of these epidemics becomes global—a 

pandemic with potentially catastrophic consequences. A 

severe pandemic, which becomes “Event 201,” would 

require reliable cooperation among several industries, 

national governments, and key international institutions. 

*** 

Statement about nCoV and our pandemic exercise 

In October 2019, the Johns Hopkins Center for Health 

Security hosted a pandemic tabletop exercise called 

Event 201 with partners, the World Economic Forum and 

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Recently, the Center 

for Health Security has received questions about whether 

that pandemic exercise predicted the current novel 

coronavirus outbreak in China. To be clear, the Center 

for Health Security and partners did not make a 

prediction during our tabletop exercise.  

For the scenario, we modeled a fictional 

coronavirus pandemic, but we explicitly stated that 

it was not a prediction.  

Instead, the exercise served to highlight preparedness 

and response challenges that would likely arise in a very 

severe pandemic. We are not now predicting that the 

nCoV-2019 outbreak will kill 65 million people. Although 

our tabletop exercise included a mock novel coronavirus, 

the inputs we used for modeling the potential impact of 

that fictional virus are not similar to nCoV-2019. 

*http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/newsroom/ce

nter-news/2020-01-24-Statement-of-Clarification-

Event201.html   

* Of interest?  - The Hidden Powers Behind the 

Destruction of America –  

*http://stateofthenation.co/?p=5363#more-5363  
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